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bulletin of jelly

ON QUESTIONS NO. 1, NO. 2, NO. 3

SEPTEMBER 12
BECAUSE:

“Homemade Jellies , Jams and
Preserves’’ is the title of a new
publication prepared by the bureau
of home economics. U. 3. Depart
ment of Agriculture, Washington, D.
C. It is Farmer's bulletin 1800F
and is free. The bulletin gives com
plete instructions on preservation
of color and flavors in jellies, tells
how to can fruit Juices without su
gar, and explains some of the causes
for jelly spoilage and failure. The
free supply of this bulletin is limit
ed.

We Want Our Community Clean

«

Labor Day Mom Dance
Sunday Midnite to 4 A.M.

and Our Streets Safe

Llovd Rafnell and His Georgians
Large Enjoyable Fireplace
Nc Parking Worry

NO
Be Careful Not to Spoil

1

Your Ballot:
Simply Mark an X in the

NO Square on all three

liquor questions on your

ballot.

DAMARISCOTTA
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X

LABOR DAY
MONDAY NIGHT

X
X

THIS ADVERTISEMENT IS PAID FOR BY

MEN AND WOMEN OF THOMASTON
lC6‘lt

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

LAKEHURST

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Doug Vinal’s Orchestra
GLEN COVE

DANCE
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BECOME AN EXPERT

STENOTYPIST
The Machine Way In Shorthand
150 to 250 words a minute
EASY
EASY
EASY
to learn
to write
to read
Enroll Now For Evening Classes
At Ballard Business School,
Rockland, Maine
Write for full Information to
THE STENOTYPE COMPANY
ej The Courier-Gazette
106* It

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

IMPORTANT TO VOTERS
DO YOU REALIZE
THAT—beer parlors and liquor stores
exist in any Maine town only
by the express permission of the
voters of that town?
THAT—this permission must be renewed or denied every two
years?
THAT—you can stop the sale of hard
liquor or beer in your town by
voting NO in the September
election?
THAT—only if the majority of the votes
are NO can you protect your
town from the nuisance and dan
ger of liquor sales?

The Law Gives You This Opportunity
Read these provisions of the law of 1935
and take advantage of them.
Be careful not to spoil your ballot; simply
place an X in the No square. At the Sep
tember 12th election you will be given a
ballot with the following three questions
upon it:
(1) —Shall State stores for the sale of
liquor be operated by permission
of the State Liquor Commission
in this city or town?

(2) —Shall licenses be granted in this city
or town under regulation of the
Stjte Liquor Commission for the
sale therein of wine and spirits to
be consumed on the premises?
(3) —Shall licenses be granted in this city
or town for the sale therein of
malt liquors?

The Local Option Law
“If q majority of the votes cast in
a city or town in answer to ques
tion ( 1 ) are in the affirmative, the
commission may operate therein
a State store for the sale of liquor
subject to all provisions of the law.
If a majority of the votes cast in
a city or town in answer to ques
tion (2) are in the affirmtaive, the
commission may issue licenses for
the sale therein of wine and spirits
for consumption on the premises,
subject to all provisions of law.
If a majority of the votes cast in
a city or town in answer to ques
tion (3) are in the affirmative, the
commission may issue licenses for
the sale of malt liquor therein, sub
ject to all provisions of law.
If .a majority of the votes cast on
question (I ) are in the negative,
the operation of State stores in
that city or town for a period of
two calendar years next following
shall be unlawful.
If a majority of the votes cast on
question (2) are in the negative,
licenses shall not be issued for the
sale of wine and spirits for con
sumption on the premises, in that
city or town, for the two calendar
years next following.
If a majority of the votes cast on
question (3) are in the negative,
licenses for the sale of malt liquor
in that city or town shall not be
issued, for the two calendar years
next following.” App. April 6,
1935.

When Yon Mark Your Ballot Place an X in the NO Square
This advertisement is approved by the Rockland W. C. T. U. and sponsored by friends of the Union.
106*lt
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An Old Directory

Senator Roy L. Fernald
Urges Election of All Re Having To Do With the City
publican Candidates
Of Rockland
ThirtyNine Years Ago
State Senator Roy L. Fernald ad
vised people of Maine Thursday
night they could register their
"strongest protest against dictator
ship in America” by re-electing the
State’s three Republican U. S. Rep
resentatives Sept. 12.
“And let me impress on you,” said
he "the Importance of voting a
straight Republican ticket.’’
Fernald said that "one-man rule" i
no longer was a mere slogan of
criticism in this Country. “Dicta }
torship is here," he asserted after
citing numerous instances in which
he claimed President Roosevelt had J
I assumed or had been given dicta
I
torial powers.

Volume 93................. Number 106.

THREE CENTS A COPY

THREE CAPABLE SPEAKERS

! “The Black Cat”
!

At Last Night’s Thomaston Rally—Brann

Reminded of “Chinaman” Statement

Advertisers

Painters—Tillson W. Benner. E.
A moderate sized crowd attended
H Crie. Clifton & Karl, Charles B.
Emery, O. E. Hahn, George M Tib the Republican rally in Watts Hall,
betts, Ivan A. Trueworthy, Hiram Thomaston, last nigh’. Those who
F. Ulmer.
failed to attend missed three of the
Piano Tuners — D. W. Clark, best political speeches delivered
George W. Foster, A. C. Moore.
Photographers—Frank H. Crock ^during the present campaign The
ett, Fred M. Davies, G K. Merrill, meeting Was presided over by State
Reed & Kalloch.
Committeeman Albert B. Elliot,
Physicians—Frederick B. Adams, after being called to order by Al
Eben Alden, Lucius F. Bachelder, fred Strout of the town committee.
Hosea B Eaton, Theodore L. EstaMrs. Ellis Speat of Warren spoke
brook. Walter V. Hanscom, Jesse C.
Hill, Martin P. Judkins, Walter M. a word for her sex when she cred
Spear. J. F. Stevens. Roland J. Was- ited women with keeping the Re
gatt, Benjamin Williams, Albert
publican party going. "Why is
Woodside.
Plumbers — Jonathan
Crockett, everyone so downhearted?” she
Arthur Shea, Sleeper Bros.
asked. "Have faith. Once again
• • • •
He predicted the President might Packard, Clarence A, (C. A. Pack the Republican party Is going to
be in the White House.” Mrs. Spear
"some day look askance at what
ard & Co., 249 Main) h 16 Pleas
said she could name 20 men In the
ant.
his New Dealism has wrought—the
wreckage of human hearts, the sa Packard. Clarence A.. <C. A. Pack Republican party better fitted to
ard) wholesale fruit and produce, hold the office of President than
botage of a fine American system
249 Main.
any Democrat who had been men
of individual opportunity.”
Packard, Frank P„ clerk, h 68 Cam
tioned. Gov. Lewis O. Barrows,
den.
Packard. Fred A., section hand, she asserted has done a wonderful
SEPT. MORSE’S SCHOOLS
h Old County road.
job in clearing out the State House
Packard. Mrs Harriet A., h Old and balancing the budget.
The schools of Owl’s Head will
County road.
Miss Marion Martin, assistant
open Monday Sept. 12. The teach Packard, Henry, driver, h 10 Rock
land.
chairman
of the Republican Na
ing force will be unchanged.
Packard. James W., teamster h 7 tional Committee, paid a fine
Schools of South Thomaston will
Cottage.
open Sept. 12, with the following Packard .Nathan A., farmer, h up tribute to 'Albert Elliot's work In
the House of Representatives. “No
per Pleasant.
I teachers: Grammar School, Charles
Packard, Nettie M., h 19 T
one
could have given greater or
Grant; Primary School. Mrs. Arllne Packard, Mrs. Rebecca, h 40 War
more conscientious service,” said
. Hopkins; Basslck School. Mrs. Ellen
ren.
i
Nelson; Seal Harbor School, Ethel Packard. Robert M., employed East- Miss Martin. He's fine under fire.
Miss Martin's work has taken her
ren Tel. Co, h Old County road.
j Holbrook; Georges River. John
Packard. Wilbur C„ driver, h 19 T into 34 States since she left Maine
Munroe.
Packard, Woodbury A., laborer, h last October and she says that Maine
The schools of Friendship will
li8 Rankin.
has greater prestige than It ever
open Sept. 12 with the following Page. Albert C„ landscape gardener,
h 43 Broad.
teachers: Junior High School, Faine, Arthur E., Janitor, h 8 Willow enjoyed before.
“If we make the mistake of elect
Principal, Donald Knapp; assistant, Paine, Mrs. Hannah, stewardess, h
ing a Democrat Sept. 12 it is going
436 Main.
Mrs. Lenora Sylvester; Grammar
to discourage many Republicans
School, Margaret L. Simmons; pri Paladino. Mrs. Flora H., h 50 Sum-,
mer.
who are beginning to be filled with
mary School. Mrs. Wilma Burns; Paladino, John, shoe maker, 342
a new hope. It is going to under
Grades 3 and 4. Mrs. Marjorie WinMain, h same.
mine the Republican morale. Too
Paladino.
Libbey,
barber
Thorndike
chenpaw, Lawry School, Elizibeth
many people are picking up nonHouse, bds same.
Winchenpaw
Palmer. Eugene W, (G. W. Palmer essentials. They talk about Gov.
It has been found necessary to
& Son) h 32 Grace.
Barrows’ telegram to Postmaster
postpone the opening of the Cush Palmer. Geo. W.. painter, h 76 Park
General Farley, but have they for
Palmer,
Greenleaf
W.,
(G.
W
ing Bcohols to Sept. 12.
Palmer & Son) h 86 Masonic.
gotten that Gov. Brann said after
The schools of St. George will Palmer. G. W. & Son, (G. W Palm
his defeat by Wallace White that
open Tuesday, Sept. 6.
er, E. W. Palmer) jewelers, 363
‘if you had money enough you
Main.
Mrs. Claribel Andrews will teach
at Martinsville and Mrs. Norma Falmer. Mrs Harriet R , h 78 Park. could elect a Chinaman In Maine.'
What we like is sound business in
Hawkins at the Port Clyde Primary
fContinued on Page Elgnti
our administration and that’s what
we have had, but the last Legisla' ture had to do lots of working and
worrying to get rid ’of the debt
TONIGHT
which the Brann administration
DICK POLLIN’ and his VARSITY SWINGSTERS
left."
Speaking briefly of old age as
SPECIAL HOLIDAY DANCE MONDAY
sistance Miss Martin said there was
LOU PAUL and His ORCHESTRA
no lien of any kind on the property
BALLOONS
FAVORS
of
the recipient while he or she is
DANCING 9.00 TO 1.09
106*lt
living; after death the estate is
holden for the amount which has
been paid. Recipients of State as
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
sistance are allowed to use the
property as they will, while living.”
Miss Martin made it plain that
there is no easy way out of the
situation in which the country finds
itself, and will take all we have got
in character’to face it. Inflation,
she declared, is "a vicious thing.”
There is only one way of defeating
the New Deal and that is through
the Republican party.
Mayor Frederick Payne of Au
HON. LOUIS J. BRANN
gusta, who may be classed as one
of Maine's best platform orators,
HON. F. HAROLD DUBORD
prefaced his vigorous arraignment
ROCKLAND PUBLIC LANDING—7.30 P. M.
of Democratic policies by quoting
John Clark Scales, a foremost
If stormy the rally will be held at the
Democrat, in expressing sympathy
to the Governor and Legislature
Armory, Spring Street
which should follow the Brann ad
ministration, declaring that $5,000,-

OAKLAND PARK DANCING

DEMOCRATIC

RALLY

LABOR DAY, SEPTEMBER 5

Dancing Tonight

ANNOUNCEMENT

LAKEHURST
DAMARISCOTTA

In accordance with the will of the late Miss
Lucy C. Farnsworth, the homestead at No.

Every Saturday
Through the Fall
106*lt

21 Elm Street, Rockland, will be open to the

000 of new money must be raised
to take care of the situation.
But the new administration has
lived within its means and given
every service that the people have
ever had or expected, and without
giving any additional burden of
taxation.
Referring to Brann's claim that
Maine is not being properly adver
tised Mayor Payne called attention
to the fact that $80,000 more has
been expended for that purpose
than was done by the previous ad
ministration.
Smaller summer
business, and it is only 5 percent off,
is due to the throes of national re
cession.
Speaking of old age assistance
Mayor Payne said;
“If one man (Brann) paid during
his term a maximum of 4000 persons
an average of $19.87 at the peak, and
another (Barrows) paid 12,000 per
sons an average of $20.54 who is
more sincere?"
The speaker declared that no
Maine Governor in 100 years has
served a term of more than four
years, and asked if it would not
be fitting to give a man who has
delivered the goods a second term
rather than somebody else a third
term.
Congressman Smith was declared
to be a man who has always on
the line for labor. "We will never
be able to absorb unemployment,”
said Mayor Payne, “until protec
tion is given Maine workmen, and
the country is no longer flooded
with cheap labor materials
"Farley has put the stamp of the
New Deal on certain Maine can
didates said the speaker in conclu
sion. "Maine doesn’t like dicta
torship, and is going to stand pat.”
MEN’S LEAGUE COMMITTEES

In preparation for the coming
meetings of the Baptist Men’s
League in October, President I.
Lawton Bray has appointed the
following committees;
Entertainment: George J Cum
ming. chairman, Frank A. Wins
low, Frank H. IngTaham
Membership:
Herman
Hart,
chairman. Edwin L. Brown. Parker
Worrey, Alan F. McAlary.
Executive; Fred A. Carter, chair
man. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald,
Maurice R Snow. Jerome C. Bur
rows, Elmer B. Crockett
Finance: Edward J. Hellier, chair
man, Charles T. Smalley, H W.
Look, D. C. Leach, Frank Maxey.
Dr. C. F. French.
Sick: Donald C. Karl, chairman,
Milton M. Griffin. David S. Beach.
C M Higgins, J. N. Southard, Ray
mond Bowden, L A. Thurston.

Yesterday morning’s radio an
nouncers promised us "fair weather
and warmer for the Labor Day
weekend. But what about Labor
Day?

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I would
have made a rule to read »°me
and listen to some music at least
once a week The loss of ‘hese tastez
la a lost of happiness.—Charles Darwin

THOSE EVENING BELLS
Those evening bellal Those evening
bell*
, . „
How many a tale their music tells.
Of youth., and home, and that sweeti
time
,
When last I heard their soothing chime!

Those Joyous hours are past away!
And many a heart, that then was gay.
Within the tomb now darkly dwells.
And hears no more those evening bells!

And so 'twUl be when I am gone;
That tuneful peal will stlU ring on.
While other bards shall walk these
dells,
And sing your praise, sweet evening
bells!
—Thomas Moore (1779-1852).

public on Wednesday, Sept. 7, from 10 A. M.

to 2 P. M. Admission $1.00.

CITY DUMP NOTICE

Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company,

Trustee
106-107

ginning today.

At MOODY’S DINER Waldoboro

Take the road on the left

hand side of the iron bridge and proceed a

short distance to the dumping spot and the

attendant.
Do Not Dump in the Quarry.

A Complete Turkey Dinner for 75c

Also our 40c, 50c, 60c Specials

4

Nowadays you can count the city's
wharves on a single hand—mean
ing of course those in active use.
When the 1889 directory was pub
lished and Rockland had between
100 and 200 sail of vessels con
ditions were far different. Look at
this formidable list:
Abbott's wharf, near foot of
Granite street; Ames wharf from
739 Main; Atlantic wharf, Ayer’s
wharf, from 643 Main; Berry &
Cobb's wharf, from rear of 17 Sea;
Bird's wharf, from 61 Front;
Brown's wharf, from Main opposite
Rankin; Cobb’s wharf, foot of
Ocean; Commercial wharf, from 105
Sea; Crockett's wharf, from Front
near Camden; Farrand. Spear &
Co.’s wharf, nearly opposite Wil
low; Farnsworth's wharf, opposite
50 Winter; Oay's wharf, from 611
Main; Glover's wharf, from 451
Main; Gregory’s wharf, from Front,
opposite Trinity; Hall's wharf, from
Front, opposite Perry; Hewett's
wharf, from Main, opposite Rock
land; Hurley’s wharf, from Water,
opposite North; Jones' wharf, from
467 Main; North Marine Railway,
Front, nearly opposite Achorn,
Perry's wharf. Main, opposite Cam
den; Pillsbury wharf, foot of Park
place; Prescott's wharf, from 499
Main; Railroad wharf. Snows
wharf, from 255 Main; South Ma
rine Railways, Spear’s wharf, foot
of Park place; Tillsons' wharf.
White & Case’s wharf, from 265
Main.
—o—
Those were the days of the in
dependent lime
manufacturers,
when each concern had its fleet of
vessels and ship chandlers did such
a thriving business. When you con
sider the number of men each ves
sel carried and multiply that num
ber by the total number of vessels
you can visualize the "small army"
which was being given employment
on the sea and patronizing the gen
eral stores which were in existence
along the waterfront. Many of those
men, and practically all who worked
in the quarries and on the kilns, re
ceived what was known as "store
pay,” which left perhaps a small bal
ance of cash, but old-timers will
agree that there was a greater de
gree of activitiy than has since been
seen. This in spite of the fact that
lime-workers received only $150 or
$2 a day.
— o—
Up on the northern side of Llme
rock street today there is a vinecovered brick house whose occupants
have moved elsewhere. Silence
j reigns, for the happy childish voices
have gone, along with the toys
which have strewn the sidewalk
since the advent of the children.
Pedestrians and motorists have
smiled in sympathy with Jim Kent’s
happy youngsters, and to that neigh
borhood has come a spirit of lone
liness for those whose dally paths
led in that direction.

Telephone poles, motor car bump
ers and store windows are alive with
injunctions to vote this way or that,
and I sometimes wonder what ef
fect it has upon the public. It is
very probable that most voters made
up their minds long ago, but this
does not prevent two lessons being
deduced from the custom. One is
loyalty to certain candidates; the
other is the extra incentive to get
out and vote.
I am told the story of the man
who was watching the progress of
repairs on a local church many
years ago. Finally he espied the
bell on the ground, and exclaimed:
“There's something on it!" "What
is it?" asked a friend. "Dunno,”
was the answer, "but there's a 1 and
an 8, and a 6 up and 6 down."

All rubbish must be dumped in the new
dumping spot on Upper Pleasant Street, be

SUNDAY SPECIAL

By The Roving Reporter

The Winter street dump is now closed.
A. D. FISH,

’

Chief of Police.

"I read with Interest The Black
Cat item about St. George summer
folks flying the American flag," said
Albert M Hastings, "but the item
should also have stated that most
of the Finnish residents also fly the
American flag."
Mr. Hastings’
amendment is timely, but both of
us should have made special note of
the pride which the Finnish resi
dents take in their premises.

One Year Ago: Alan L. Bud was
elected president of the Camden &
Rockland Water Co. to succeed the
late Governor
Cobb.—Schooner
Gertrude L. Thebeaud, bearing the
members of MacMillan’s Arctic ex
pedition, was In port.
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Where your treasure Is, there will
your heart be also. Matt. 6:21.

REPUBLICAN

THE DAMARISCOTTA FAIR

C1USNAPSU0T CUIL
SUMMER CLOUDS AND SKIES

Two Days of Good Racing, But Third Cancelled
—Some of the Awards

Every-OtKer-Daf

Have Forced Issue
From the Townsend Head
quarters Has Come An
Emergency Appeal

From the Headquarters of the
Townsend National Recovery Plan.
For Governor
Inc., there has come this week to
Lincoln County fair at Damari
all Townsend Clubs and members
Alto started. Colonel Crogan and
LEWIS O. BARROWS
in Maine, a communication headed
of Newport
scotta closed yesterday. Wet weather Calumet Dream. Time. 2.15.
"Townsend Plan At Stake in State
Eighth Race
prevented the third day races, and
For Representative to Congress
of Maine." It follows:
Calumet Bassett. Rouillard,
they were finally cancelled by the
8.90 out out
Dear Co-worker:
1
CLYDE H. SMITH
management “for lack of interest," Margaret Harvester. Stewart,
Rrcent developments In news dis
of Skowhegan
is was stated.
patches and editorials indicate clear
out out
For State Senator
ly an Intention to put the Town
Alice Oakwood. Brisbin.
out
Tuesday's Races
send Plan cn the spot in the State
ALso started Harry Dillon. Time.
ALBERT B. ELLIOT
Symbol Lewis, North Carolina 2 154.
of Maine.
of Thomaston
horse, paced out a field of five to
Our enemies in both parties have
Ninth Rare
For Register of Probate
win three dashes in the 2.22 pace it Star Volo, Gilman.
forced this issue.
7 00 2 20 out
thc opening day races of the Lin
It seems clear that the whole pur
CHARLES L. VEAZIE
Symbol Green, Burlingame. 2.20 out
coln Ccunty Fair in Damariscotta Nlckdale. Morgan.
pose of this ls to try and cither de
of Rockport
out
feat or cut down the majorities of
Tuesday.
TO VINAL HAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
Also started. Peter Hancver. Time.
A moderate betting crowd pushed
the three Republican Congressmen.
For County Treasurer
2.134.
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
$5437 under the wickets.
We are now convinced that this is
IRVING LAWTON BRAY
The combination of Dewey Volo
really a fight between the Town
of Roekland
Damariscotta Fair officials Wed
STMRS. NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE
in the flrst and Symbol Lewis In the
send forces and the anlt-Townsena
Clouds help your outdoor pictures. Use a color filter to record them more
nesday announced winners of sev
second dash paid daily double hold
forces. One Democratic candidate
For Register of Deeds
effectively.
Ride the crack twin-screw steamer W. S. White to Vinal
eral classes.
fcr Congress has openly announced
ers $6390. High payoff was $43 50
Haven or take the seven-hour sail on the able steamer North
ALBERT WINSLOW
UMMER is the outdoor season, responding shade of gray instead of
Braided
rug
—
Mrs.
Edith
Hall.
for place tickets cn A. J. in the
llaven to Swan’s Island and return. Shore dinners at the islands.
and one of the season's chief white. Thus, the clouds and sky are himself in opposition. Other mem
of Roekland
Damariscotta, 1st; Mrs. A. H. Reed.
flrst dash.
picture charms ls its wonderfully more dramatically recorded and bers of the same party are apparent
Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o'clock, Daylight Time, every Sunday
Aina. 2d.
First Race
rich blue skies against which cloud much is added to the appeal of your ly working with the same objective
For Sheriff
Morning, returning in the late afternoon. A beautiful sail through
Drawn rug—Mrs. Bessie Winchen masses stand out in magnificent full picture.
in view.
Dewey Volo iF.tzgerald)
C. EARLE LUDWICK
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.
ness and contrast. Given two pic
Summer clouds and skies are pic
21.40 5 70 2.20 bach. Waldoboro, 1st and 2d.
It is interesting to note that a
75Th&Stf
tures
ot
Identical
subjects
in
which
of Rorkland
torial
studies
in
themselves.
TYy
candidate for Governor who fcr
A. J. (Hiltz)
43.50 370
Woven rug — Herbert Lincoln.
the sky appears, it’s a safe wager picturing clouds alone—the different
some time was very active in so
Mac Harvester (Hannafln)
2.20 Damariscotta Mills. 1st.
that your attention will be held by types of cirrus and cumulus; fairFor County Attorney
Also started Royal Flush. Prudish.
liciting the Townsend support has
Crocheted
rug
—
Nora
Worthlev.
lhe
one
effectively
showing
the
day
clouds
and
stormy-weather
JEROME C. BURROW'S
suddenly become a strong advocate
Time, 2.14.
clouds
against
a
gray
sky
and
not
clouds.
Use
the
sky
and
clouds
as
ner's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frann
Damariscotta. 1st.
TENANTSJ4 ARBOR
of Rockand
Second Race
the one with the unnatural and un background for your pictures of peo of n thirty dollars a month pen
Moolae in Rockland. Miss Doris
Best display for lady over 75— attractive flat, white firmament.
ple. Work them Into your landscape sion and what makes it so ex
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph J. Smalley Benner entered Kncx Hospital
Symbol Lewis iBurlingate)
Mrs.
Alda
Genthner.
Nobleboro.
1st.
For County Commissioner
Here ts the way to picture clouds views. They give your pictures real tremely interesting is that ht did and daughter Miss Eva have re
3 80 2.40 2.20
Thursdaj’ for a tonsil operation.
Bedspread, knitted—Edith Choate. and skies as your eye sees them: ity, and a warm, summery-feel. Use
FOY W. BROWN
Hum Scott (Myott)
2.40 2.20
this after it became apparent that turned to Sprinst>:i. Mass., af'fr
George Bitgood and Mr. and Mrs.
bad
your
camera
with
chrome
type
your
filter
for
all
such
pictures,
in

North Whitefield. 1st.
of North Haven
Kelley Hanover (Pierson)
2.20
he was not going to receive the en a Mslt with Mr. Smaiiey's mother, Cha? les Wall called Sunday on Mrs.
Bedspread, crocheted — Myrtle ?r panchromatic film, and slip a creasing exposure according to the
Also started. Frank E. and Calu
fellow color-filter on your lens. The instructions that come with the fil dorsement of the Townsend Organi M. ; Emma M Torrey.
George Bitgood who is a patient at
Marcho. Waldoboro. 1st.
For Representative to Legislature
zation.
met Elbeno. Time. 2 094.
ltagram below shows how a yellow ter or with the film you use.
Mis. Roj Clark and ten Wi.rien. the Eye and Ear Infirmary in
Muffins— Ada French, 2d.
filter works—it preserves the skySuch practice pays rich snapshot
Third Race
The plct is very clear and any re- Charles Hathorn of Waith im «4ass Portland
ALAN L. BIRD
Vegetables (canned)—Mrs. Fred tone, recording blue in the cor dividends.
Calumet
Evart
(Day)
9.10
3.00
out
duction in the majority of votes for and Mrs. Roy Barter of West SomMrs. Charles Wall was -ailed Sun
of Roekland
Waltz, Damariscotta. 1st.
John van Guilder.
O. C. McGregor (Haddock! 2.80 out
the three Republican Congression- 1 erville. Mass . spent 1 few days re day to Portland by the de ath of her
Pencil
work
—
Muriel
Choate.
CLEVELAND SLEEPER, JR.
Tidemark (Morgan)
out
al candidates will be promptly at- centiy at the Hathorn homestead brother-in-law, Harlen Burton.
North Whitefield. 1st; J. S. R. Tur
of Roekland
Also started. Musette. Time. 2.09
tributed to their Townsend activi- and also with their brother Levi
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Gregson of
ner. North Whitefield. 2d.
Fourth Race
ties by all the opposition in the Hathorn.
Worcester, Mass., are spending a
Pen and Ink—J. S. R Turner.
Dewey Volo (Fitzgerald)
State of Maine. Such a result would
Arlene Coolbroth went recently to vacation at the "Hartez" cottage.
North Whitefield. 1st and 2d.
be very harmful to the whole Town- | Long Island. N Y for a winter's
9.80 3.20 2.20
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Haas and
Water color—J. S. R. Turner,
send movement.
Mac Harvester (Hannafln) 2.70 2.30
friends
of North Beverly. (Mass.,
stay.
North Whitefield. 1st; Donald
2.29 I Flagg. Waldoboro. 2d.
On the other hand, increased ma
Coach Matheson’s Football A. J. (Hiltz)
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wood of this called on Mr. and Mrs Edwin
SCENE
K-1 FILTER
FINAL PRINT
Also started. Royal Flush and Pru •
jorities will instantly attract the at- place. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grant Wheeler Wednesday enroute to Bar
Squad Shows Much Real
Crayon—J. S R. Turner, North Color filters are traffic cops. A yellow filter (K-1 or K-2) stops part of the
dial). Time. 2.14.
tention of the entire country and and
Jacqueline Hall of Port' Harbor,
blue light, so that in the print, blue shows up as gray. Filters come in
,
Whitefield,
1st
and
2d.
Promise
Fifth Race
greatlj
strengthen
the
Townsend
Clyde
were
guests Sunday ot Dr | Rev. Guy Mark of Concord. N. H
several colors, but a yellow K-1 or K-2 is what you want for general use.
Bouquet flowers — Mrs. George
Symbol Lewis (Burlingame)
movement
everywhere.
Maine
has
w
.
d
.
Hall
at
his cottage Sennebec occupied the pulpit Sunday in the
Singer. Damariscotta. 1st and 2d
Letter men who reported for
3 40 2.40 2.20 I
comparative testing Lake.
: Scorer Yates, Umpires. Maynard beccme
absence of Rev. N J. Smith, who
Grange
exhibits
—
Boothbay
football practice at Community Hum Scott (Myott)
ground.
2.30 2.20 j
and Leonard.
Mrs Bitgood underwent a surgi- with Mrs. Smith and child arc vaGrange 1st; Jefferson Grange. 2d.
Park Thursday were David Mazzeo Kelley Hanover (Pierson)
2.3C (
It is imperative that we lend every cal operation recently at a Port- j eationing in Connecticut and IlliSweet corn -Gorina Sidelinger.
Also started. Calumet Elbeno and
possible support to the Republican land hospital and is making good | nois. Next Sunday morning the
Camden
Took
Well
Fought
sports
editor
is
in
receipt
of
small but dependable guard; Roger
Newcastle. 1st: W. A. Mank. Waldo
I sermon will be delivered by Rev.
Perry, who saw quite a bit of serv Prank, E Time, 2.09.
boro. 2d; Leo Sidelinger. Newcastle.
Game From Warren— •' communication from a "Dissatis- candidates in Maine exactly as ws recovery.
Sixth Race
did to the Democratic candidates in
Mr and Mrs. Edwin B Hart and 1 Perley E. Miller, pastor emeritus of
3d.
ice last year as tackle; “Ot’’ Bill
Twilight
League
BasPbaU 0{Fanhjs
“ ln]amenl
st G<orge
O. C. McGregor (Haddock)
8
leag
ue Echoes “cd burden
bemg Florida, in order to demortstrate son Herbert of Brookline. Mass., are the Seaside Baptist Church. Rob
One-half bushel oats—W. A
ings, one of the two remaining
10.00 2.20 out
that the Townsend Plan is thc llvest spending a week at their former ert Bald Jr., has been soloist the
Mank. Waldctooro. 1st.
Camden 7. Warren 0
’-hat the grounds were not kept in
backfield men; and Charles Duff Calumet Evart (Day)
2.20 out
and most vital issue of the day. It home.
past few Sundays, and lias sung se
Sheaf ensilage corn — W. E.
The Warren Tigers put up an ex- ' I’r°Per condition, and that th9.75
whose experience of last year, and Tidemark (Morgan)
Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn White of lections in a creditable manner. He
„
„ j
chedule was badly broken up. The is our desire that you support th?
Choate, Pittston. 1st.
cellent fielding game iat Camden „ . _
..
.
,
,
Also started. Musette. Time. 2.12.
his speed should make him a fac
Courier-Gazette—strong for base- straight Republican ticket so that Concord, Mass., liave been visiting was jaccompanied by Mrs. Mabel
Sheaf oats—W. A Mank. Waldo
Seventh Race
Thursday
night,
but
were
unaWe'
tall
and
a
great
admirer
of
the there will not be a single lost vote. Barbara Horton at her mother's Wilson organist.
tpr this season.
boro. 1st.
Mac Harvester (Hannafln)
We know that you will get out th? camp ln Elmore.
John Reid was leader Wednesday
to
fathom
Bennett
s
shoots
and
at
George
team
—
has
stressed
both
Sheaf
barley
—
W.
A.
Mank.
Wal

Other players reporting who
6 50 2.60 2.30 doboro. 1st.
voters.
Give to each of these m?n
Rev. and Mrs. Newell J. Smith of the prayer-meeting and Deacon
made
only
two
hits
off
his
delivery.
'
of
these
points,
and
is
minded
to
gained some experience last year Dewey Volo (Fitzgerald)
2.60 2.30
Exhibit of three varieties potatoes both by the substitute outfielder, ( ^lt from the shoulder in its forth- a three to one majority. It will take and child Sherrill are spending a Erroll Wiley will have charge of tlie
no bets
were Paul Horeyseck. Maurice Prudish (Burlingame)
j coming review of the season. With a lot of hard work and every mem vacation visiting relatives in New service next week.
—Leo Sidelinger. Newcastle. 1st:
Oross. G. Robbins, the Warren
Also started, A. J. and Royal
....
Johnson, William Cummings and
j many fans worshipping strange gods ber of the organization must do his Britain. Conn, and Chicago.
Bert Sidelinger, Nobleboro. 2d
Flush. Time, 2.11%.
Mrs. Robert Doran who was guest.
Holt-Bald
Ous Huntley, linesmen and George
One-half bushel potatoes—Olo- second baseman was the star of the j —gclf, soft ball and what not—it is part, The result will electrify the
Eighth Race
country.
of Mrs. LawTence Horton at Camo
At the Seaside Baptist Church
rina Sidelinger, Newcastle. 1st; evening accepting all of his 10 time for dyed-in-the-wool baseball
Huntley, backfield.
Symbol Lewis (Burlingame)
As stated above we ask you to Gull Rock for two weeks, has re- 1 Aug. 26 at 8 o'clock Miss Janet
most
of
which
were
difflfans
to
take
prompt
and
decisive
Leo
Sidelinger.
Nobleboro.
2d
and
chances
Other boys on the field Thurs
4.30 2 40 2.20 3d
Muir Bald, daughter of Mr. and
cult.
1 action, in order that the National support the Republican ticket be turned to Fairhaven. Mass..
day were Ellis Hastings. Owen Allen.
Hum Scott (Myott)
2.30 2.20
cause
we
believe
our
enemies
have
Mrs.
Horace
Benner
and
son
RonMrs. Robert Baki Sr. became the
One-half bushel table beets—Lea
Game may survive the above inroads
Kent Glover, Albert Winchenbach.
Warren Tigers
Kelley Hanover (Pierson)
2.43
joined hands with the opposition aid were in Port Clyde last Sundaj' bride of Herbert Spencer Holt of
Sidelinger, Newcastle 1st; Ber; 1
and
the
back
store
radio.
James Economy. George Ellis. Seth
ab r bh po a
Also started, Frank E. and Calu
• • • •
group to try and embarrass the to attend funeral services for Hat- Philadelphia, the ceremony being
Sidelinger. Nobleboro. 2d; Glorin.i! J. Spear. cf
Hanley, Dominic Mazzeo and Don
4
met Elbeno. Time. 2.10%.
Brunswick and Camden will play Townsend followers. Remember the ti? Nash of Roekland. Mrs. Benner performed by Rev. Newell J. Smith.
Sidelinger. Newcastle. 3d.
ald Chaples.
H Spear. ss .
3
Ninth Rare
and daughter Doris were visitors
Thc wedding march and other
a double header on the Camden date. Sept. 12—let’s go!
One-half bushel onions — Otis G. Robbins, 2b
Friday saw the accessions: My
3
O. C. McGregor (Haddock)
Tuesday at the hcrae of Mrs. Ben- organ selections were played by
grounds
Labor
Day
afternoon,
the
L.
W.
Jeffery,
Vice
Pres.
Oliver.
Nobleboro.
1st.
ron Cummings. Ernest Harrington.
Buck, c ............
3
5.80 2.20 out
Mrs. Edith Smith. The bride en
first game beginning at 2 o'clock.
One-half bushel carrots — Mrs Watts, rf ............ 3
Doug Small. Neil Grover, Carlton
Calumet Evart (Day)
2.20 out
tered on the arm of her father, and
The
two
teams
have
staged
some
George Oliver. Nobleboro. 1st; GloWooster and James Jordan.
Tidemark (Morgan)
out rina Sidelinger. Newcastle. 2d; Leo Kierst. lb ............ 1
was becomingly attired in white
pretty battles in past years.
Next Tuesday morning at 9 o'clock
Gtoes, lf ............... 3
• • • »
Also started. Mussette. Time. 2.12. Sidelinger Newcastle. 3d.
lace dress with net veil, carrying
there will be further practice, and
Robinson, 3b ...... 3
• • • •
Thomaston and St. George are
a beautiful bouquet of white roses
One-half
bushel
turnips
—
Bert
Freshmen or other candidates will
D. Robbins, p ..... 3
playing an exhibition game at St.
and lilies of the valley with ribbon
Wednesday's Races
Sidelinger. Nobleboro. 1st; Mrs. Fred
be welcomed.
George at 4 p. m. Monday.
1 streamers. Her attendants were:
Several two-figure payoffs fea Waltz, Damariscotta, 2d; S. T.
• • • •
26 0 2 18 13 2
Miss Agnes Sivewright, maid of
tured the second day racing at the Creamer. Nobleboro. 3d.
“CONSTITUTION DAV
Warren
is
playing at Camden
j honor, and Miss Ella Bald, sister
Camden
Shells
Lincoln County Fair. The daily
Four head cabbage—S T. Cream
Sunday afternoon—the final game
of the bride, bridesmaid. Both were
Is To Have Its Observance Sept. 17 double of Gay Direct and Calumet er. 1st; Leo Sidelinger. Newcastle.
ab r bh po a e of the Knox Twilight League, un
attractively gowned in blue organdy
—A Thought For Voters
Heald, ss .............. 4 110 0 0 less last night's postponed game
Bassett paid $16 8*. . The meet 2d.
I with pink trimmings, and head
closed Thursday with nine dashes.
Six cucumbers—Leo Sidelinger. Miller. 2b ............. 4 1110 1 between St. George and Wa?ren is
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
bands to match. They carried bou
The summary;
2 5 0 0 played.
Newcastle. 1st: W. A. Mank Waldo Wadsworth, lb .... 3 1
Soon now election will be over.
quets of white sweet peas with a
Belyea,
lf
.............
4
0
0
0
0
0
First Rare
boro, 2d; S. T. Creamer Waldoboro.
• • • •
Soon we'll again be confronted with Gay Direct, Brisbin. 14.10 3 60 2.09 3d.
1 single pink rose in thc center, and
Lord, 3b ................. 3 1113 1
The Waldoboro-Wiscasset chal
statistics which prove many of us Col. Crogan, Morgan,
white ribbon streamers.
3.40 2.30
Ripe cucumbers — Eldred Cun Dailey, cf .............. 3 2
2 2 0 0 lenge game at Waldoboro Sunday
failed to vote, many of us failed to Cashier. Haddock,
The groom was attended toy Rob
2.40 ningham. 1st.
Weed, c ................. 3 0
1 11 0 0 afternoon bids fair to draw a big
prepare to vote, failed to inform
ert
Bald Jr., brother of the bride.
0 1 0 0 crowd. Rice and Hilton will be on
Also started. Calumet Dream and
Citron—Glorina Sidelinger. New Richards, rf .......... 20
ourselves adequately, failed to study Gracious Lady. Time, 2.124.
Tlie ushers were: Douglas Auld and
castle, 1st; W. A. Mank. Waldoboro, Bennett, p ............ 2 12 0 10 the mound.
,
thoroughly issues involved, failed to
Archie iMacLaughlin.
• • • •
Second Race
2d; Leo Sidelinger. Newcastle. 3d.
The ceremony was impressively
discuss, failed to decide from high Calumet Bassett, Rouillard.
The
Blueberry
Pickers,
a
strong
28 7 10 21 4 2
Summer squash—Leo Sidelinger.
performed, the single .ring service
est patriotic motives how to mark
3 90 out out Newcastle. 1st; Otis Oliver. Noble Camden .............. 0 1 0 6 0 0 x—7 ball team, assembled around West
our ballots, failed to act up to our Margaret Harvester. Stewart, out out boro, 2d; Glorina Sidelinger, New
being used. The church pulpit was
Two base hits, Gross. Wadsworth, Rockport, play St. George at St
best as American citizens. Wc Harry Dillon. Morgan,
attractive in its dress of colorful
out castle, 3d.
Bennett. Struck out. by Robbins 1. George at 4 o'clock this afternoon
• • • •
flowers with green and white mixed
shirked, we dodged we hunted for
Also started. Alice Oakwood. Time,
Pumpkins—Leo Sidelinger. New by Bennett 13. Base on balls, off
in, and the aisle was decked by
exercises and found plenty. In j 2.171..
The
Rockland
Pirates
will
play
castle, 1st; H. B. Puffer, Damari Robbins 2; off Bennett 1. Double
truth, some of us voted Dry and
white streamers and gladioli on the
scotta. 2d; S. T. Creamer, Noble plays. Robinson to Robbins to Kierst ball at Community Park Sunday at
Third Race
others for more liquor, more mur Star Volo. Gilman
arm of each pew. The decorations
s
3
against
the
team
that
wants
to
10.90 4.00 out boro. 3d.
j were under the supervision of Mrs.
ders.
<
Peppers—Otis Oliver. Nobleboro, enter the League next year in place
Niekdale, Morgan,
6.20 out
Squash—Ralph Keene. Damari
Henry Clay Gipson, New York ally I didn’t want to shoot unless Margaret Reid.
Well, another chance for selfof the defunct Rockport team. LaSymbol Green, Burlingame,
out scotta. 1st; S. T. Creamer. Noble ist
photographer and writer exploring I was forced to. When I leaped up,
education is ahead in Constitution
Immediately following the cere
Best
general
exhibit
of
apples,
bor
Day
the
Pirates
play
the
team
boro.
2d;
Mrs.
George
Oliver,
No

Also started, Patsy Hanover. Time,
in the wilds of Peru, saved his life they stopped, apparently undecided mony. an informal reception was
Day, Sept. 17. This observance ,may 2.13.
one
plate
of
three
varieties
—
W.
A.
from
the
Cruiser
Savannah
at
2.30
bleboro, 3d.
by pressing a switch instead of pull what to do. I yelled that I was
toe met on any convenient day by
and possibly another game with ing a trigger when two savages armed—that if they didn’t get out held in the vestry. In the receiving
Fourth Race
One-half peek green tomatoes— Mank, Waldoboro, 2d.
study, discussion, conversation, and Gracious Lady, Stewart,
Warren
the
same
afternoon
for
a
Strawberries—Ernest Hatch, Bris
tried to knife him in a hut near I'd let them have it. But they didn’t line, besides the bridal party, were
Glorina Sidelinger, Newcastle, Is*,
should always be stressed by loyal
double
header.
Warren
has
a
win
understand English, I didn’t speak Mr and Mrs. Robert Bald, parents
the headwaters of the Amazon.
16.99 13.80 5.20 Bert Sidelinger, Nobleboro, 2d; Lea tol. 1st.
pastors, leaders of civic and educa Cashier, Haddock,
Gipson, gathering some new mat Indian, and in the darkness they of the bride. Refreshments were
Blackberries — George Singer. over the Pirates already and will
550 2.83 Sidelinger. Newcastle, 3d.
couldn't see my black pistol, though prepared by Mrs. Margaret Reid,
tional bodies, “lest we forget."
Gay Direct. Brisbin.
3.49
One-half peck tomatoes — Otis Newcastle, 1st; H. B Puffer. Dam be trying to make it two straight. erial on Peruvian Indian life, was
making his way through the sacred the moonlight revealed their Mrs. Ethel Auld. IMrs. Etta Sive
Sept. 17, 1787. our ConstitutionOliver.
Nobleboro,
1st.
ariscotta, 2d.
Also started. Colonel Crogan and
valley of the Incas. He was bound knives.
wright. Mrs. Troup and James Bald,
called by Gladstone, “the most Calumet Dream. Time. 2.12.
BID FOR TOLL HOUSE
Blueberries—W. A. Mank. Waldo
Cantaloupe—W. A. Mank. Waldo
"One of them said something to and served by sisters of the bride.
for Macehu Pichu, the ancient Inca
wonderful work ever struck off at
boro, 1st; Mrs. George Oliver, No boro, 1st.
Fifth Race
city which has been called “the the other, and they moved toward |
It’s Not Many Months Before Wc 11
Mrs. Christine Fish of Rockland
a given time by the brain and pur Alice Oakwood, Brisbin,
bleboro, 2d; Otis Oliver. Nobleboro.
Best exhibit 25 apples—W A.
most interesting native ruin in the me. Then I picked up my flashlight
and Miss Marjorie Bald of this
Ride
Over
Deer
Isle
Bridge
pose of man"—was signed. Shall
and
played
its
beam
on
my
gun.
Americas.”
Mank. Waldoboro, 1st.
10.80 out out 3d.
we ignore that momentous event? Harry Dillon, Morgan,
Coming upon a crude shelter When they saw the weapon, they place.
One peck pears—W. A. Mank,
out out
Green beans — Bert Sidelinger.
After throwing the bouquet which
Some of us will not.
Chief engineer Barrows of the soon after elark, he decided to let out a yell and ran. Had it not
Waldoboro, 1st.
Calumet Bassett. Rouillard.
out Ncbleboro, 1st.
camp. He had a light supper from been for the flashlight, in the next was caught by Miss Virginia Egan
Mary Perry Rich,
State
Highway
Department
Thurs
Trio
ducks
—
James
Webber,
One peck dried beans—W. A.
Also started. Margaret Harvester.
his knapsack, then threw himself instant there would have been a of Rockland the bridal couple de
State and Chapter Chairman, Time. 2.134.
day announced the lowest bid was
Mank. Waldoboro. 1st; Glorina Damariscotta. 1st.
on
the floor of the abandoned hut. dead Indian or a dead photograph parted amid a shower of confetti,
member of National Committee. Na
Sidelinger, Newcastle, 2d; W. A
Rhcde Island Reds—H. A Clark. $2,440 for construction of the toll clothes on and pistol by his side. er in that hut. But the flashlight
Sixth Rare
and the good wishes of all present.
tional Defense, through Patriotic Symbol Green, Burlingame.
house at the D?er Isle-Sedgwick
Mank. Waldoboro, 3d.
Jefferson, 1st.
“I was dog-tired," Gipson said, worked one hundred per cent—an
Mr. and (Mrs. Holt are spending
Education, D.AE.
explorer
takes
no
chances
on
bat

“but I slept lightly—in that country
Best collection garden vegetables,
R. I. Red Chicks—Floyd Steele, bridge?
3.30 2.50 out
Barrows said work of placing in you have to be on guard even w’hen teries that are not fresh when he a week with her parents, before de
Star Volo, Gilman,
2.60 oui not less than 7 or over 10 varieties— Waldoboro, 1st; Louise Roberts,
parting for Philadelphia where an
Niekdale. Morgan.
out Leo Sidelinger, Newcastle, 1st; Damariscotta, 2d; Barbara Hunter, position the steel superstructure of you are asleep. Hours later I be loads up—and as a result a good
gan to realize that something was story for the newspapers was lost.” apartment is in readiness. Mr. Holt
ALFRED M. STROUT
the
bridge,
estimated
to
cost
$970.Damariscotta,
3d.
Ralph
Keene,
Damariscotta,
2d;
Also started, Patsy Hanover. Time.
Gipson has traveled nearly 50,000 is ’mployed in an insurance office.
astir. Believe me, I woke up com
2.104.
Bert Sidelinger. Nobleboro. 3d.
Silver Lace Wyandotte Chicks— 000. had started.
pletely then. In the shadows 1 miles through tbe southern conti
Insurance
They have the best wishes of
The bridge, which will span Eg could dimly see two Indians ad nent. His book, “Look at Latin
Shelled beans—H. B. Puffer. Dam Edward York. Damariscotta Mills,
Seventh Race
friends
and acquaintances for their
Fire, Automobile, and Allied Lines
gemoggin Reach to connect Deer vancing on hands and knees toward America”, contains some of his
1st.
Cashier. Haddock.
4 30 2.50 2 20 ariscotta. 1st.
future, and were the recipients of
THOMASTON, MAINE
Isle
with
the
mainland
at
Sedgwick,
most
recent
photographs
and
Buff Orphingtons—C. C. Burge.ts,
Lima beans—H. B. Puffer. Dam
me.
, «lOOStf Gracious Lady. Stewart, 2.90 2.50
many beautiful wedding gifts,
"I grabbed my pistol, but natur studies,
will be completed next spring.
Gardiner R.F.D. 3, 1st,
Gay Direct, Brisbin.
2.80 ariscotta, 1st,

S

Has Nine Veterans

The Shells Won

Explorer, Set Upon By Savages,
Uses Light Ray Instead of Bullets

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, September 3, 1938

Every-OtKer-Day
Sept. 13 the Friendly Foto Fans
will complete flieir scavenger hunt.

Anderson Camp will meet Wed
nesday night. A large attendance
is hoped for.

'’“SEPTEMBER1™
SUM MON TUES WED THU FRI

SAI

3
id
8
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30

Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets
Tuesday night. There will be sec
ond nomination of officers and a
program is being arranged.

-- -- -- -- -- SANDY SHORES-- -- -- -- --

ews

SPECIAL

WEEKEND AND LABOR DAY
Lobster Stew
Pie and Coffee

50 cents

Swimmirg, Boating, Fishing, Swings,
Patrolman Fred E. Achorn be
gins his annual vacation today, and
accompanied by Mrs. Achorn will
leave Monday for a visit in Boston
A considerable portion of Rock
land harbor was pre-empted this
morning by the new cruiser Savan
nah which is here on trial business.

Page Three

Free Picnic Tables, Lunches, Soda, Ice Cream
Confectionery

SANDY SHORES
ROUTE 1—BETWEEN WARREN AND THOMASTON

106’lt

SERMONETTE

I Will Hold Thy Hand
Sometimes in witnessing the
selfishness and sinfulness of
men in days like these, it would
seem as though even God might
become discouraged. For nearly
2030 years Christ’s teachings have
been available to all. Yet in
spite of the misery, the heart
breaks, loss of morale, dislocation
of finance and industry and the
great surges of sin that have
swept the world since 1914, we
daily set the pace for an even
greater war.
Isaiah, centuries before Christ
foresaw His birth and mission
and pledged God s help to His
unborn Son—These are his pro
phetic words: “He shall not fail
nor be discouraged, till he have
set judgement in the earth, and
the isles shall wait for hts law."
Isaiah's authority—“Thus saith
God the Lord, he that created
the heavens, and stretched them
out; he that spread forth the
earth, and that which cometh
out of it; he that giveth breath
unto the people upon it, and
the spirit to them that walk
therein.”
Isaiah vizualized the Messiah
to come; *‘I th? Lord have called
thee in righteousness, and will
hold thine hand, and will keep
thee, and give thee for a coven
ant of the people, for a light to
the Gentiles; to open the blind
eyes, to bring out the prisoners
from the prison, and to them
that sit in darkness."
So Christ came and promised
us that He would hold our hand
and keep us safe forevermore.
Out of all the turmoil and un
rest God’s purposes will run. In
stead of war and sin—His peace.
"I will hold thy hand and keep
thee."—William A. Holman

Transforming Mirror’ and the eve
ning topic, “Christ, Religious Fana
tic or Savior?” Services at 10.30
and 7.30. Mrs. Lillian Joyce and
Miss Gladys Grant will sing duets
at both services. The church school
convenes at noon, with classes for
all ages, and at 6.30 the Christian
Endeavor will be led by John Gal
braith. pastor of the Presbyterian
Church of Philadelphia. Tuesday
the men's prayer meeting, lasting
20 minutes, is at 12.05 in the corner
building, and the happy prayer and
praise meeting, led by Mrs. Evelyn
R. McKusic. is at 7.30 p. m. In the
Summer street vestry.

Main street pedestrians watch
Deputy Marshall Walter J. Fer
with interest the construction of
nald is critically ill at his home on
the false *ront on the Woolworth Admontem avenue.
CLARK ISLAND
"COMING
EVENTS
CAST
THEIR building. It will reach a height of1
Mrs. Susan G. Murphy
SHADOWS BEFORE”
six feet above the first story, it is
Charles Butler suffered a severe
Sept. 5—Labor Day.
A fire around the base of the
Spent Her Many Years
understood.
Sept. 6—Warren—Schools re-open.
cut on his right arm Wednesday
chimnew
at
th?
Berkeley
street
home
Sept. 8—Union—Schools re-open
In Good Works
morning at the John Meehan and
Sept. 10 — Limerock Valley Pomona
Howard Hughes and Katharine of Harold Whitehill did $25 damage
meets with North Haven Orange.
Sons
quarry when a dog gave way j
Sept. 12—State election.
Thursday afternoon. A chimnev
Thc death of Mrs Susan G. Mur
Sept. 13—Miriam Rebekah Lodge an Hepburn were patrons Friday aft
| on a stone. He was taken to Knox
fire
at
the
Purchase
street
home
ol
nual fair at Odd Fellows hall.
ernoon at Chisholm's Spa. They
phy occurred at the home of her
Hospital where eight stitches were
were enroute to Bar Harbor. Their Louie Kellar followed, but was ex daughter, Mrs. O. M Bickmore in
i required in closing the wound. Mr.'
tinguished
without
damage.
COMING REUNIONS
presence was responsible for the
Rockland, Thursday. Funeral serv
, Butler also sustained a sprained
Sept. 3—Leadbetter family at North
gathering of quite a large throng.
Haven Grange hall.
I
ankle.
ices
will
be
held
at
the
M.
E.
Church
Sept. 6—Robbins family at William
Manager Dondis of Strand The
Robbins' home ln Union.
Alexander Smith of Quincy, Mass.,
in
Friendship
this
afternoon
at
2
John R. Durrell, former sub atre has been in New Brunswick
[visited Wednesday with Mrs. Jessie
The Public Library will be closed master of Rockland High School, this week looking after his theatre o'clock.
j Williams.
is to be associated with the Rock interests. “There's only one topic
Labor Day.
Mrs. Susan Geyer Murphy was
Miss Mae Surles of Arlington,
land & Rockport Lime Co.’s inter down there,” says Mr. Dondis. “and bern on Friendship, Long Island,
| Mass, has returned home after
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet ests in North Adams. Miass., ac that's war. Everybody is afraid
spending two weeks' vacation with
Jan. 28, 1844, the sixth child of a
Monday night at Grand Army hal!. cording to a current rumor yester England is going to get into it."
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Jones.
family of 12. The daughter of
day.
Adolf Olsen and daughter Leo
Emanuel and Lydia Ann Francis,
Red Cross nurse, Miss Ruth Hath
A course in stenotyping will be
Olsen of Concord, N. H., Mr. and
Holiday
hours
will
be
observed
at
away may be reached after office
! taught at Ballard Business School Mrs. Murphy has been the sole sur •
Mrs. Fred Simmons and children
thc Post Office Labor Day: Money at evening classes. The machines, vivor of her own family for almost
hours at 1106-W.
Edna and Ernest. Mr. and Mrs. John
order. Registry, Stamp and General which are already in use at Bliss
Anderson and daughter ElizabethI
60 years. Her father married a sec
The Red Cross nurse. Miss Ruth Delivery Windows will be closed all College in Lewiston and Beals Busi
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time
and
four
children
were
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collection will be made at noon. tion a minute, and is the world's
At the age of 16 Mrs. Murphy
mings is spending the summer with
Chester Sizemore of Pleasant Special Delivery mail .will be de
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fastest shorthand system
The
her daughter, Mrs. Hagbcrg.
Gardens, an ex-service man is at livered. Mails will be received and
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its
ministers
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remained
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be open from 4.30 a. m. to 830 p. m.
and
Mrs.
William Johnson and sons
loyal, sacrificing and saving, that
of New York city. Miss Esther
Community/’ood Fair will be held
Belfast
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The
concert
Attendance at the summer servi she might contribute the more out
Johnson and Eino Maki of Thom
Feb. 20-25 at Community Building ives in the Little Brown Church. Sunday afternoon by the Inter-City
of the famiiy receipts for the sup
aston were recent visitors for a few
and will follow the same general Round Pond, this season has estab Band. Rockland-Belfast, drew one
days at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
lines of its two highly successful lished a record, the total to date be of the largest number of people in port of the church which they all
Walter Bergland.
loved
dearly.
When
18
years
old
she
predecessors.
the
history
of
the
Belfast
City
ing nearly 1000. This year marked
At St Peter's Church 'Episcopal)
Mrs. Edie M. Cameron had as
the tenth anniversary of Dr. Lowe's Park. The program was composed was responsible for the organiza Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rec-tor, the serv
Capt Keryn Ap Rice will deliver
guest Thursday, Mrs. Ada Simpson
of
standard
and
popular
music
and
summer pastorate. The last serv
tion of the first Sunday school ever ices for tomorrow will be appropri
his second address before the Rock
and sons, Charles, Lestie and Paul.
ice of the season will be held Sun Robert P. Chase, who has been a life held on Long Island. Seeing the ate for the twelfth Sunday after
land Lions Club next Wednesday,
Mrs. Alba Richards and nephew
student
and
a
composer
of
band
need of some sort of religious train- Trinity: Matins at 7.10; Holy Com
day. The following Sunday Sept.
his subject being “Life in the Re
Robert Deiphia passed last weekend
music,
remarked
that
it
was
thc
11 Dr. Lowe will return to his Rock
in gabout the island, she made a munion at 7.30; Holy Eucharist and
public of Nicaragua.'’
with Mr. and Mrs. James Chandler
land pulpit for the first service fol best concert to be given here in re houre to house canvass and gathered sermon at 10.30; Vespers at 7.30.
at Hosmer Pond. Camden.
cent
years.
the children in for this important
Tlie Republican City Committee lowing the vacation period.
A barge at John Meehan & Sons
Services
wil
be
resumed
at
the
work.
Through
her
efforts
a
library
will have a meeting at the Court
wharf
ts taking on a cargo of paving
Feature pictures at local theatres
Fire which is said to have start was provided. There were few Methodist Church tomorrow with*
House Saturday night at 7.30. Tlie
the coming week are: Park—Mon ed from a painter's blow torch broke bocks and fewer magazines, and no Dr. Guy Wilson's subject at 10.30 blocks and curbing for New York
county candidates, and all other
day and Tuesday. Richard Dix and cut on the northwestern corner of daily papers, but this library was 8 “The Carpenter's Son" and |it .730 city.
interested Republicans are invited.
Chester Morris in “The Sky Giant;” St. Bernard s Catholic Church yes real blessing to the children of th" “The Summer is Ended. The men's
class meets at 9.30 and Sunday
A Democratic rally Vi.i be neld at Wednesday “Speed To Bum;” terday afternoon and smoke was isolated community.
It was here that she met Albion School at the same time. Tuesday
7 o’clock Monday night at Public Thursday, Robert Taylor and Mau pouring from the roof when the De
Landing with Brann arid Dubord reen O'Sullivan in "A Yank at partment arrived. Chief Ru&sells Murphy, a young fisherman-sailor I night prayer service is at 7.30.
....
among the speakers.
If the Oxford;" Friday and Saturday, men struck at exactly the right spot They were married April 17, 1864
At
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Littlefield
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“
A
Gold
Mine
in
the
Sky;"
Strand
and
took
up
residence
on
BradAt
the
in the partition where the blaze had
weather ls inclement the meeting
—Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, started, and the fire was quickly un ford's Point in the town of Friend- ; Church Sunday the pulpit will be
will he held in the Arcade.
Bing Crosby and Fred MacMurray der control. It was estimated that <hip. and for nearly 50 years the supplied by Earl Achorn of Rockhome remained in the possession of P»rt. The Church School meets at
Ex-Mayor Charles M. Harrington jn “Sing You Sinners;" Wednesday $150 would cover the damage.
Maine poultrymen have been in
the family. It was a haven of rest U.45. The Loyal Temperance Ledied this morning at the home of ! and Thursday. Pat ’Brien and Dick
for all ministers of the church and
at 5 o clock and the Christian vited to take part in the 1938 East
his daughter, Mrs R. H. Britt. 53 Powell in "Cowboy from Brook
Guy Kennedy of Orffs Corner
an enthusiastic place for conversa- Endeavor at 6 oclock. Praise serv ern Turkey Show to be held in con
Talbot avenue. Thc deceased re lyn;” Friday and Saturday, Jane
suffered a fractured skull at the
tion about religion.
ice and s®1™011 at • •
la_'1' nection with the NEPPCO exposi
tired from his position as agent of Withers in “Keep Smiling "
Pleasant street crossing yesterday
tion in New York city, Oct. 14-18.
the American Express Company
Four children were bom of this meeting Tuesday evening a
afternoon when his bicycle was in
More detailed information is
Just arrivd—Kingfish jewelry,
union. Burt A. and Charles D. of
,.Man„
“ject of lhe
about 20 years ago on account of
collision with a car owned and
available from Mrs. Alice Wolfe
from China. Cinnabar bracelets,
illness. Obituary deferred.
that wtu
read ln an
driven by Joseph Laverriere of Friendship. Mrs. Oscar M. Bickmore
Sattler, Monkton, Md.
rings and brooches. Small rounds
of Rockland, and Mrs. Sanford E |
of
Scjentist. on
Lawrence.
Mass.
At
Knox
Hospital
• • • •
Rotarians yesterday learned all and squares. Chinese embroidery
Preble of Presque Isle. Since Mr Sept. 4
Poultrymen who wish to have
The Golden Text Is;
about the early history of that part Morocco leather handbags and wal this morning his condition was re
Murphy's death in the fall of 1907 "Blessed are they that dwell in thy their flocks tested for pullorum di
of Maine between Waldoboro and lets. exquisite workmanship. What- ported as "just fair." He was at
Mrs.
Murphy has made her home house: they will be still praising sease should make application to
tended by Dr. C. D. North. Th?
Belfast. J. Asbury Pitman, an old Not Gift Shop—adv.
with her children, visiting from one the? . . . O Lord of hosts, blessed is the department of bacteriology.
case
was
investigated
by
State
Pa

friend of the club, was the speaker
to the other as she chose. She made the man that • trusteth in thee" University of Maine. Orono, be
and drew on his fund of knowledge
Believe it or not. Rockland has trolman Roper.
a host of friends in Presque Lsle i Psalms 84: 4.12). The citations fore Sept. 15. County agents can
regarding the origin and settlement accepted Jenney Aero Gasoline,
where she lived at intervals for
from the Bible contain the following give further information on this
of Knox, Lincoln and Waldo Coun and how! Wc are now selling more
more than 20 years.
passages: “What is man. that thou testing service.
ties to bring an Interesting story Aero than standard gas. which is in
AT YOUR SERVICE
In her declining years Mrs. Mur- [ art mindful of him? and the son of
• • • »
of events and characters. Visiting keeping with Jenney figures for all
OUR REPAIR DEPARTMENT
phy was tenderly cared for by her man, that thou visitest him? Thou
Thorough
tests
of so-called drug
Rotarians at yesterday's meeting New England. Come up and try a
No Job Too Large
oldest daughter. Mrs. Bickmore.
cures
for
Bang's
disease
show that
No
Job
Too
Small
madest him to have dominion over
were Frank E. Poland, Boston and tank full yourself and prove you
Fcr six years previous to his death,
the works of thy hands; thou hast they simply do not work. The most
LEIGHTON’S
William M. Cullen. Lewiston. John get greater mileage, better performMr. Murphy was seriously ill from
JEWELER,
ROCKLAND
put all things under his feet" recent test was made at the Univer
J. Padbury of Brunswick was a ancse and that your carbon and
the effects of a form of a shock, a (Psalms 8: 4. 6).
sity of Wisconsin. Analysis of the
guest.
valve job lasts longer when using
sickness which taxed the strength
so-called remedies failed to reveal
• • • •
this famous gasoline . Stan also car
and endurance of the immediate
any material in them that could in
Tlie
final
vacation
guest
preacher
Don’t miss these features with the ries a complete line of tires and ac
family, but he was cared for by the at the First Baptist Church Sun any way be expected to effect a
Boston Sunday Advertiser Every cessories with a special on the popu
loving ministry of his wife who was day will be Rev. Richard W. Gray, cure.
Week. The Green Magazine with lar size 6 16 in a Mohawk Chief for
• • • •
constantly at his side.
Fcr a Limited Time Only
pastor of the Covenant Presbyterian
many famous writers; thc American only $1195. The station is located
The revised schedule of county
Her fidelity in the cause of Christ Church, East Orange., N. J. The
Weekly Magazine; the Big Comic on Park street. Rockland, opposite
was exhibited in unflagging inter morning subject will be “The 4-H contests is as follows: Somer
Weekly of Funnies; a complete St. Bernard's Catholic Church.
set. Oct. 1; Hancock and Piscata
est in the work, when it would seein
Sports Section and All the News.— Boynton Oil & Motor Co.—adv
quis, Oct. 8; Franklin and Washing
that nothing except illness kept her
adv. ’
ton, Oct. 15; Knox-Lincoln, Penob
from constant attendance at church
BORN
scot and Oxford, Oct. 22; Waldo,
She loved to read good books, and
Harding—At Warren. Sept. 1. to Mr
Aroostook and Androscoggin-Saga
Zion's
Herald,
the
New
England
end Mrs Orrin Harding, a son.
A clean smooth sheet, fcr busi
dahoc, Oct. 29; Cumberland, Ken
Methodist
religious
journal,
was
ness—for school—fcr typewriter.
DIED
nebec and York. Nov. 5.
highly prized, her subscription
OVER THE
Johnson— At Warren. Aug 31. John
• • • •
reaching
back
many
years
into
the
Johnson, aged 65 Funeral today at 1
Improved market outlets for
o'clock, at the Sawyer Funeral Par
dim past. She was always deeply
lors in Thomaston. Burial the Town
American apples are expected in
Interested in missionary work, and
for 500 sheet package
' Yard, at the monument.
AT SPRUCE HEAD
! Belyea—At Camden. Sept. 3, Samuel
Europe during the coming market
in 1882 became a life member of
Wc
Do
Not
Break
Paekages
Row Boats, Sail Boats, Electricity, | W Belyea. aged 66 years. 6 days.
ing season. In England and Ger
the
Woman's
Foreign
Misisonar/
Mail Ordefc Filled
—15c Extra
Fireplace
Harrington—At Rockland. Sept. 3.
A
many poor crops of apples are an
Society of the Methodits Episcopal
Charles M Harrington, aged 81 years.
1 month. 2 days Funeral Tuesday at
Price $10
ticipated. Other European coun
Church.
She
was
in
truth
a
woman
2 o'clock Irom residence.
for thc weekend
tries face prospects only slightly
of great vision and consecration.
i
Anderson—At Friendship. Sept. 3.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
j Sonia H . wile of Matt Anderson, aged
better. The United States, on the
Mrs. Murphy will long be remem
59 years. 1 month.
other hand, expects a crop about a
CHECK COSTS HERE
bered for her simple faith, her
Merrill—At Trenton. N. J. Sept 2,
First National Store
Estelle H . widow of David N Merrill,
third smaller than last year and
friendly ways in her neighborhood,
437 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND aged about 88 years
After all, costs must enter into 11 percent under the 10-year aver
and
her
love
for
all
that
was
up

Pease—At Martinsville, Sept. 1. Ever
TEL. 121-W
ett G. Pease, aged 44 years. 8 months.
lifting.
the consideration of a Monu age. Large crops are in prospect
104*106
17 days Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock
from residence.
ment's purchase. It is ln this es in Nova Scotia.

TALK OF THE TOWN

A Christian Life

Fa rm/Chats

FOR A DELICIOUS MEAL
Both SUNDAY and LABOR DAY
Drive Out To

HILLCREST HOMESTEAD
U. S. ROUTE 1, SOUTH WARREN

Specializing in Full Course

CHICKEN OR DUCK DINNERS
%

Real Home Cooking You’ll Relish
Served Every Sunday, 12 to 7 P. M.

—85 Cents

FOR RESERVATIONS TEE. WARREN 3-41

103Stf

ONE DOLLAR PER MONTH
Will Make You a Shareholder in the

Rockland Loan & Building Association
Tou will (hen br entitled to borrow, with proper security, from

the Association. All these dollar payments, wilh liberal dividends
arc returned to you when thc loan is repaid.

Loans arc made on

Home Mortgages in Rorkland and vicinity on the Direct Month

ly Reduction Flan.

Eaeh payment reduces the interest charged:

also thr balance due on the mortgage.

It is an interesting pro

There are several plans, one of which will meet your

position.

requirements.

Please rail and let us explain.

Rockland Loan & Building Association
85Stf

SEAPLANE

SERVICE

LEAVE DAILY STANDARD TIME
ROCKLAND
VINAL IIAVEN
NORTH IIAVEN
8.00 A. M.
8.15 A. M.
8.25 A.M.
•3.00 P. M.
3.15 P. M.
3.25 P.M.

5.30 P. M.

* Except Sunday, when this trip leave*:
5.45 P. M.

5.55 P.M.

AIRWAYS, INC.
TEL. 338—NIGHT TEL. THOMASTON 86
NEXT TO PUBLIC LANDING, ROCKLAND, ME.

64Stf

WANTED
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS
SECUREP BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 1868.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

70Stf

Next Monday is Labor Day and shortly after that the schools
begin. Of course tlie beys liave to have new things to wear. Right
herc is where we ran help you, for we liave the nicest and best line
c.’ Boys’ Clothing and Furnishings we ever had. May we show you

$1-50, $2.98, $3.98

BOYS’ SUITS—ages 3 to 10
BOYS’ SUITS—ages 8 to 18
BOVS’ SHORT PAMS

$7.98, $10.00, $12.00, $15.0!)

............................................................... $1.00. $151)

BOYS’ KNICKERS

$1.00, $1.50, $190
BOYS’ LONG PANTS
$1.69, $138, $2.50, $3.00
BOYS’ SWEATERS ............................................................... $1.00, $1.98, S39*
BOYS’ RAIN COATS
.................................... $298
BOYS' SHIRTS—“Kaynees”
................................................................. 79c
LOYS' UNDERWEAR .......................................................................... each 25c
YOUNG MEN’S DRESS OR SCHOOL PANTS
$1.98, S3.00, $3.75
YOUNG MEN'S FANCY SHIRTS

............................................. $1.00, $1.51)

YOUNG MEN'S SWEATERS
...
$1.00, $1.98, S2.94
YOUNG MEN'S H ATS ..................................................................... $1.98, $2.98

Also we are headquarters for Working Clothing of all kinds—
CARTERS OVERALLS or DUNGAREES
$1.00, $1.25, $1.41
WORK PANTS
...................................................................... $1.25, $15 >
Wc are always glad to see you whether you buy or not

SPECIAL OFFER’

WILLIS AYER

500 Sheets 8lz2xll
Yellow Second

Sheet

COTTAGES

Only 37c

Labor Day Weekend

The Courier-Gazette

H. R. Winchenbaugh

BURPEES
MORTICIANS

Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1

361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
119-tf

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our darling
mother, Mrs Sarah King Bunker on
his 65th anniversary of her birth. Sept.
3. 1838
Gone from our sight but not from
our hearts.
Her children
CARD OF THANKS
I would like to express my deepen', j
gratitude to the Knox County Hospltaf.,
Dr W. D Hall. Dr C. B Popplestone. I
Miss Hilda Morse. R. N . Mrs. Dorothea
Gay. R N.. staff and student nurses
for thelr Interest and courtesy extended
during my stay at Knox Hospital also
my sincere appreciation and thanks
to friends for thelr kind remembrances
and flowers, gifts and cards
•
Mrs. Etta P Grant. R. N.

A BARGAIN
IN REAL ESTATE

Ambulance Service
•

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

A real bargain in this twofamily house, 6 rooms and flush
each side, slate roof, buildings in
good condition; garage, large lot.
Owner can occupy cne side, rent
ether for expenses and fair re
turn cn investment. Small down
payment.

L. A. THURSTON
468 OLD COUNTY ROAD
TEL. 1159,
ROCKLAND, ME.

sential detail that you will find
our suggestions valuable. We are
concerned with providing most
Memorials for the money. Most
value for patrons, means wider
patronage, for us.

OTE’S
NO MORE HARD
WORK MONDAYS

Business Announcement
lhis is to announce that on Sept. 1, 1938, the
Walker Feed & Grain Co., located at 17 Walnut
Street, Rockland, will take over the business of
the F. A. Kimball Co., located at 31 New County
Road, Rockland, and on and after that date this
brand new grain company will operate under the
name of KNOX COUNTY GRAIN CO.

Henry Pendleton, former manager of the
Camden Farmers’ Union, will be manager of the
KNOX COUNTY GRAIN CO., and will be assist
ed by Mr. Collins, formerly of the F. A. Kimball
Co,, and Mr. Grover, formerly of the Walker Feed
& Grain Co.

We invite you to call upon us and to allow us
thc pleasure of serving you in every way possible.

we your back

Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
INC.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION and THOMASTON
438tf

KNOX COUNTY GRAIN CO.
CLCANSC3 THOROUGHt-V

MAGIC
WATER

Formerly

Walker E'eed A Grain Co., and F. A. Kimball Co.
105*lt

WALDOBORO AND VICINITY
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.

EvSfy-OtKer-Daf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, September 3, 1938
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JEFFERSON

“SING YOU SINNERS”

Robert Taylor who spent the sum enjoyed then on to Belfast to the
mer in town returns Sunday to Bos band concert held in Belfast Park.
• • • •
ton.
Mrs. Isa D. Vose
Mr. and Mrs. John Ames of Jef
Mrs. Isa D. Vose. '59, died Aug.
ferson called Sunday at the home
of Mrs. Jennie Benner. Misses 30 at her home on the North Wal
Marion and Christine Maxey of doboro road. She is survived by one
Thomaston have been Mrs. Ben daughter. Mrs. Ethel Delano of
Friendship and several grandchild
ner’s guests for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Benner of ren and a brother, Percy Mank who
Whitinsville, Mass., who have been lives in Massachusetts.
Funeral services were held Friday
visiting on Monhegan are at the
home of Mrs. Benner's mother, Mrs. from the home. Rev. Mary Gibson
pastor of the North Waldoboro
Mary Achorn.
Methodist Church officiating.
Mrs. Helen Connor of Winchester,
Mass., is visiting her sister Mrs.
FRIENDSHIP
Stanley Poland.
Miss Ruth Miller of Augum is
Mrs. Francis Champlain of Port
guest of Mrs. Joseph Tait.
land spent the weekend with Mrs.
Mrs. Irving Pinkham and son | Arthur Spear. Sr.
Wayne of Nobleboro are visiting her
Mrs. Catherine Veits. iCatherine
mother Mrs. Lila Lovejoy.
Johnson) has been looking up oldMrs. Maude Clark Gay, Mrs. time friends in this vicinity the
Isabel Labe, Mrs. Thomas Girrioer, past few days.
Mrs. Theresa Shuman. Mrs. Fred
Mrs. Jessie Baker is guest of Miss
Chute, Mrs. A. D. Gray. Mrs. Ellard Nellie Davis.
Mank. Mrs. Willis Crowell, Mrs.
Lee McCarthy of Ansonia. Conn.. ]
Lawrence Weston, Mrs. Forrest
is guest for a few days of Joseph
Eaton and Mrs. B. G. Miller, mem
Hyde.
bers of the Woman's Club had
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Thompson
charge of the Lincoln Home for the
and
daughter Helen called Sunday
Aged booth Thursday at Damaris
on friends in this vicinity.
cotta.
Mr. and Mrs. James Napier of
Herbert Johnson returns today New Haven and Mr. and Mrs

Funeral services for Mrs. Beatrice
(Russell) Simmons. 21. who died
Sunday at Whitefield were held atI
the Trask Meeting House Tuesday'
afternoon with Rev. J. E. Besant (
officiating. Burial was in the
Whitefield cemetery.
Mrs. Izah Carter returned to Wa-1
terville Thursday after spending
the summer with Mrs. Hannah
Bond.
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Goodwin of
Everett. Mass., are spending a va
cation with Mr. and Mrs. Waldo
Clark.
Judson Andrews of Cooper’s Mills
visited Rev. and Mrg. E. iL. Samp
son Wednesday.
The nominating committee of the
Baptist Church met Tuesday and
nominated officers of the church
corporation.
Nearly 200 were present Sunday
at the service given by Jefferson
Grange Hast Sunday night at
Mountain Park The speakers were:
Rev. R. L. Sheaf, Rev. O. G. Barnard of Waldoboro. Rev . William
Beebv of Appleton, and Rev Royal
Brown of Old Town, chaplain of
the State Grange. H. A. Clark, mas
ter of Jefferson Grange conducted
group singing.
• • • •
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MRS OSCAR C. LANE
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Rev. Kenneth Cook, pastor o.
lb
14
15
0
Union Church, will preach Sunday
morning and evening. There will
19
IB
be special selections by the vested
li) Zl
w 21
choir, with Mrs. Evelyn Hall at ths
23
24
organ. Mrs. Elizabeth Earle Is so
w
W
loist at the morning service, and
2fc
2,5
17
2b i
Miss Carolyn Calderwood in the
w;
evening.
30
2-9
Misses Florence and Charlotte
W
33
Ives who have been at the Geary
34
31
31
camp, went Friday to Meriden.
W
w
Conn.
3fc
3b
37
V
Mrs. Edith Vinal. daughter Gert
W
W
40
rude and Mrs. E. M Hall visited
41
41
Tuesday
in
Rockland.
W
I
M3 HM
45
Mrs. Vernon Halloway entertained
4b
j
the Knit-Wits and friends Wednes
w
49
day evening at Sea-All. Supper was
MB
47
I
served.
1
5°
31
There was an unusually large at
j
tendance at Union Church circle
Thursday night.
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Mrs. Lelia Tolman and daughter
1-Gibberish
4O-Egg-*haped object*
9-Fini*hing
Lovely Ellen Drew. Hollywood's newest star discovery, uses her best
42- Prefix. Upon
6-Dipper
12-Piece of baked clay
Miss Sophronia Tolman, attended
smile to charm handsome Fred MacMurray, her leading man in the new
10- Metric land measure 43- Apprehend
15-lslands (Poet.)
the
Three-Quarter
Century
Club
Bing Crosby comedy. "Sing Vou Sinners." Fred finds it hard to resist.—ad.
45-Beg*
11- Large artery
17-Territory (abbr.)
in Augusta this week. They were 13- Eternity
47- Born
19-Make* plastic
Ames-Smith
21-Con*umed
accompanied by Mrs. Sophronia 14- One who enforces 48- Mail*
49- Speck
24-lsland* off coast of
game rules
Miss Dorothy Smith of Augusta j Beggs of Rockland.
"Sing You Sinners" boasts a cast O'Connor, the new juvenile find.
50- Lateral parts
Asia Minor
16-Mean
and Samuel Ames were married MLss Lillian Gregory of North 16-A letter
equal to that of any Crosby picture completes the family group.
51- Becomee cognisant 26- Ever (contr.)
Paramount's newest star dis- Aug 26 by Rev. F J. Hale at his Haven ls guest of her grandparents, 19- Slumber
27- A constellation
of
Fresh from his successes in "True
30- A bird
20- Small river-duck
„ , ,
„
.. covery. Ellen Drew, who is being home in South Jefferson. The Mr. and Mrs. James Gregory.
31- Heathens
VERTICAL
22- Fish eggs
ones-lon an
oconu
rove. haUed in Hollywood as “the candy
Miss Eugenia Carver has returneu 23- Check
32- Hoarded
double
ring
service
was
used.
rom . on egan » ere e as
n Ha
Robinson of West Newbright- handsome Fred MacMurray plays stOre Cinderella.' has her first film
34-Group* of three
resume 25-To the sheltered side 1- To ramble
visiting his brother, William N
The young couple were attended to Somerville, Mass., to
36- Evening
2To equip
on who have been occupying the the role of Bing's serious-minded role as MacMurray's sweetheart who
28-Square
block
of
teaching.
Johnson.
37- Singing voice
3- Revoke
wood
Jameson cottage at Davis Point, and despairing brother, whose ro- shares the disappointments. Joys **y Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Madden
39-Bird homes
4- Propeller*
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hutchinson 29-Kind of dog (pi.)
Miss Johanna Redman returned have returned home.
J mance with "the girl next door' and finally, triumphs of the unpre- of this town. Mrs Ames was
41- A serpent (pi.)
5- Noah (Fr.)
went
Thursday
to
Delaware.
Ohio.
I
31-Foot-like
organ
Friday to Augusta after passing the ’ Mr. and Mrs. James Hyde and consists of one postponed wedding dictable "Beebes ’’ One of the pret- dressed in navy blue, cape style
42- Otherwise
6- A thoroughfare
33-Prefix. Against
week with Mrs James Wood.
j three children of Ansonia. Conn.. date after another, due to the family tiest young ladies to appear before dress with pink. Mrs Madden, her They were given a farewell party by 35-Stake in card*
7- Give more depth to 44- Portuguese coin
the
members
of
Union
Church
choir
37_An
insect
8- Largest city in the 45- Pints (abbr.)
Mrs. Ida Stahl. Mrs. Gladys Po- are vacationing at Mr. and Mrs. playboy's inability to get himself a a camera this year. Miss Drew re- sister, wore navy blue with white,
46- Female deer
world (abbr.)
33-Persia
complimenting
their
assistance
in
permanent job. Elizabeth Patter- ceived her unusual title because of
The bride was educated in tl.e
land. Mrs. Helen Connor and son Wlnthrop Whitney s
Richard spent Thursday with theirI Mr and Mrs
Spear Jr son, the garrulous but good woman her recent discovery by a talent
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
schools of Windsor and Conj choir work during the summer.
Floyd Robertson, Jr., has returned
sister Mrs. Doris Damon, at her and daughter Julia have returned of the movies, seen recently as sccut in the Los Angeles confection- Bigh School. Augusta, and is the
DEER ISLE
daughter of W. G. Smith of Wind- from North Haven where he was
farm in Warren.
to Yonkers. N. Y., after a vacation Claudette Colbert's aunt in "Blue- ery shop where she was working.
beard's Eighth Wife.” portrays the
"Sing You Sinners" is a movie quiz sor- T*le bridegroom is the son of guest of Durant Dyer and Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Merry of Port- passed with Arthur Spear. Sr
Mrs. Lydia Beck and grandson
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Ames and was Mrs. Merle Mills.
land were guests Monday of Floyd
Stanley Carmon have returned to
Walter Wotton who nas been boys long-suffering mother. Donald picture.—adv.
educated in the public schools of
Howard Jennes Albert Nauss Wollaston, Mass.
Benner.
seriously ill for several week* is
Jefferson
and
Lincoln
Academy.
and
Miss Kate Warren, who visited
Misses Mae O'Shaughnessy and
Miss Virginia Kuhn who has been able to be about the house. His day at the home of Freda CollaAPPLETON RIDGE
Newcastle. He is employed by the Mrs. Florence Murdock at the Etta O'Shaughnessy have closed
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and nurse. Mrs. Jack Newbig. has re more.
Post Office Department driving the Gregory homestead, returned Sun their cottage and returned to New
Miss Louisa Shuman is visiting
Mrs. G. J. Kuhn for several weeks turned home.
Mr and Mrs. George Buck of stage from Augusta to Waldoboro.
day to Worcester, Mass,
York city.
Joseph Houghton and son James her sister. Mrs. Eva Hansen in
returns today to Saco.
Warren,
accompanied
by
Mrs.
A.
H
Mr
and
Mrs.
Ames
left
on
a
wedMr. and Mrs. Eugene Barton re
Shirley V. Eaton is spending a
Camden.
have
returned
to
Washington.
D.
C.,
Arland Simmons of Waterville
Mrs Manderville and daughters1”0^5'
/PPIcton’
rececl ding tour through the White Moun- turned Wednesday from Boston
few weeks in Stonington with the
passed Sunday here with Mrs. Sim after spending a few weeks at the
i visitors in Augusta.
tams and will be at home at 65 State
Mr. and Mrs. Will Gregory and Robert Maguires.
i who have been guests at Mrs
summer home of Alice Broch.
mons.
Mrs.
E
K
Jackson
of
Clarry
Hill
street.
Augusta
after
Sept.
5.
daughter
of North Haven were
Mrs. Helen Ormsby, Mrs. Kathryn
Mr. and Mrs. James Hughes and Light's, have returned to Saugus,
Mrs. Harold Benner who passed
guests last weekend of Mr. and Mrs. M. Scott. Miss Marian French and
was a business caller last Saturday
son. Richard. Mr. and Mrs Albert Mass
August with her father, S. A. Jones
I at Mrs. W. M. Newbert's.
James Gregory.
STICKNEY CORNER
Miss Rosamond Scott motored to
Murphy and daughter Ruth who
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Geyer of Cushhas returned to Belmont
Lloyd
-Hackett.
Jr.,
has
returned
NORTH HAVEN
Moody
Newhall
and
son
Robert
Rockland Sunday to attend the
MrV.'Do'ra" R Yorke,'Miss Grace have been vUiting Mr and Mrs ■ in« viiiled Sunday with Mrs C H
Mr. and Mrs Hollis W. Young of 10 Mil° aft«r spending a short va Christian Science lecture by Wil
of Stoneham. Mass., are guests of
James
Murphy
are
now
at
their
I
Shuman.
The lohstermen report that her
Yorke and Miss Besse Reed were
Portland home.
Robert Murray has returned to their cousin. Roy Moody, and visit- Thomaston were callers recently cation with Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Rob. liam D Kilpatrick CSB. of Chi
ring for bait Ls very scarce
Augusta visitors Wednesday.
ertson.
cago
Matt Jones has resumed his du- his New Jersey home after a visit ing other relatives and friends.
| on ^Ir and Mrs. Daniel WeavRoad construction Is in progress.
Mr. and Mrs S. J. Bigelow and
Miss Geraldine Robertson was
Mr and Mrs Stanislov Rembski
Richard Moody of Camflen was' er.
Mrs.
Young
has
Just
ties in Waban, Mass., following a with Mr. and Mrs. W. H Hurter
guest
of
friends
in
Rockland
a
few
Mrs. S. W. Arnold of Lowell have vacation at his summer home here.
It was recently learned by radio
spent a few days in Boston recentiy
guest Sunday afternoon of Laurence , turned from a three months' stay
been recent guests of Misses Addie His family will remain longer.
Miss Dorothy Kahn is guest at i that Endicott Peabody of Boston
Moody.
i in Bridgeport, Conn., occasioned by days the past week
DUTCH NECK
i who was a summer visitor here sevMr. and Mrs. Toivo Holmstrom Edgewood Farm.
Feyler and Celia Feyler. •
Rev. and Mrs. Lewis Higbee and
Mr. and Mrs L. N. Moody and ‘ Illness.
and
children.
Miss
Margery
Wright
Mrs.
Cora
Greene
and
Mrs.
Julia
■ eral seasons, was injured in an
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Hassner and two daughters of Emmitsburg. Md.
Mr. and Mrs. Robie Sanford o. daughter Lucy accompanied their j Miss Mildred Creamer remains
daughter of Springfield, Mass., are who were visitors at Mr. and Mrs. Billerica. Mass., are vacationing at guests Moody Newhall and son Rob- ' in the house due to an attack of and Mrs. Etta Wright have returne-i: Lufkin were Augusta visitors last automobile accident while abroad.
to Roxbury, Mass., having spent the ' Saturday.
Mrs. Lester Shearer is high line
visiting Otto V. Hassner.
Sherman Jameson’s have returned their summer home here.
I ert
Cadillac Mountain. Anemone I jaundice.
summer in town.
| Mrs. Ellwood Myers who has been among the mackerel hand lining
Rev. and Mrs. Wesley Wiggin. home.
Mrs. Nellie Gross is at Knox Hos- Cave. Thunder Hole. Bar Harbor on
several from this community at.
,
,• v j r. u i
Mrs. Ira MacDonald, daughters ' guest at Edgewood Farm has re fleet.
Oscar Storer and Miss Elizabeth
Mr and Mrs. Ledley of Bowdoin- pital recovering from a surgical op- _
Sunday. They also climbed Bald tended the
and supper held at Norma. Marguerite and Marjorie.
II ..
_
,
t -MX — e it-*
’ turned to Boston.
Mrs. Ed. Howard of Eagle was re
Storer of Melrose. Mass, were ham were recent callers at the home eration.
Rock XfoiiMlain
Mountain in
in PnrMcion
Camden.
the Grange hall, benefit of the have returned from a visit with rela
cent guest of her daughter. Marion
guests Wednesday night of Mr and of Arthur Spear. Jr.
I Miss Blanche Whitman and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. C. Wesley Cum church. Mrs. Achorn of Mississippi, tives in Camden.
Howard.
•
EAGLE
Mrs. W. R. Walter.
Mrs. Freda Stanley and childrenI Blanche Anderson returned Friday mings and Lois Murphy of Augusta a former resident was awarded a
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Bennett and
Ralph M. Lovell newly elected of Monhegan have been visiting Mr. to Lowell.
MLss
Bertha
Mills
is
at
Knox
Hos

Mass.
I
were
callers
Sunday
at
L.
N.
and
A.
Lowell,
quilt.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Bennett are
Mrs. Erland Quinn and children. pital for an appendix operation.
police commissioner of Sanford and and Mrs. Charles Murphy.
ohn Fleming.
Mrs. j
John
Fleming Frederick H. Moody's.
Osborn Weaver is doing carpenter in Manset, having made the trip in Evelyn. Arlene and Robert are in
son of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Lovell
Mrs John Lawler of South Port- Fleming.
Fleming. Miss
Jane Langleway
School reopened Monday. Princi- work for Robert Heald of West
Milton Beverage is slowly recov
Miss Jane
Langleway and
and
Philip Bennett's new boat recently Camden for a few days.
of Waldoboro was severly injured land was recent guest of Mrs. Wil- j Miss Barbara Fleming, all of Lex- pai of the High School. W. C. Direring from effects of a heart attack.
Rockport.
built and launched from the Maker
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bracey of
Tuesday at Wells, when a large liam Wallace in South Waldoboro ington. Mass., were guests last week. ro;h of Princeton: assistant. M’ss
Dr. Arthur Woodman has re
A goodly crowd attended Wash boat shop.
New Hampshire. Frank Bracey. Jr.,
truck completely wrecked his car.
and also called on oldtime friends end of Mr and Mrs. Ronald Emus.' Carolyn Long of Bangor; Appleton ington campmeeting, all of whom
signed his position as town and
Mr.
and
Mrs
Seegard.
who
were
and
Hester
Gordon
are
visitors
at
Mrs. B. G. Miller and daughters, in this vicinity.
Miss June Sanford returned Tue- primary. Miss Lucy Moody; Apple- enjoyed the messages of Rev. Mr. at the Gale cottage at East Boston. ] the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank school physician. He will go Sept.
Nancy and Mary attended the
15 to a new field to engage in hos
day to Allston. Mass., after several, ton grammar. Ernest Ratten oi Waldro. the evangelist.
have returned to Dobbs Ferry. N Y Bracey.
Democratic clam-bake and rally
MEDOMAK
days spent with her parents, Mr Searsmont substituting for Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Sprague
The Tournament met Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bolich pital work.
Friday at Pemaquid.
f J • •
Elizabeth Sprowl.
and Mrs. Robie Sanford.
have returned home after spending with Mrs. O. V. Drew.
have returned to Philadelphia.
Miss Audrey Wyman left today
Mrs. Hazel Timberlake and
A Joint Service
Ernest Mahoney and niece of a vacation with their sister Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Brown are
Mrs. Amos Johnson and children
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Winchen
after spending the summer at her daughter Naydene of Portland re
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Creed Anne and Nina of Rockland are
baugh of Rockland were guests Lincolnville were recent callers at Abbie Creamer.
The order for the joint service of
home, for Norwood. Mass , to resume cently visited Mrs. L. W. Osier.
A. H. Moody's.
Mr. and Mrs Chester Howes of and Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Cassie. visiting relatives here.
Sunday of Mrs. Theresa Shuman.
the
lsland and summer residents
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Willey and
her duties as a teacher in the public
Paul Brown and family, who have
Mr. and Mrs. John Pitman and Tryon, N. C„ Herbert Howes, MatMiss Maude McPhee. David McMrs. Guilda Moore who has been | £Unday morning is: Processional
mother who have been passing a
schools there.
tie Overlock and Edward Lees of been at their summer home at guest of Mrs. Harriet Quinn has
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sturrock of vacation at their cottage, returned Phee and son Edward of Jersey ; son Ra>' were Rockland visitors
hymn "Jesus Shall Reign;" call to
Lsland went Friday To New | returned to Philadelphia.
Rehoboth. Mass., have been guests
City, N. J., are visiting their cousin Tuesday.
Providence are visiting Mrs. Nellie last Saturday to Lowell, Mass.
York.
worship,
Rev. Henry F. Huse;
' of Mr. and Mrs. John Storer the
Mr. and Mrs Webster Powell,
Mrs. Edward Maloney and son Dr. Margaret Sanford.
Overlock over the holiday.
past
week.
The
former
couple
are
Psalms,
Rev.
John Crocker; Scrip
Republican rally in Washington
daughters Nina and Gail and maid,
Miss Hazel Winchenbach is at
Osborne Welt has been engaged Clyde and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
each 81 years old. This is the first
next
Tuesday
night.
H.
C.
Buzzell
WEST
WALDOBORO
Harmetha
Grant
of
Green
Acres
ture Lesson. Rev. Mr. Huse; hymn
to serve as ijanitor at the High Maloney of Cushing made a visit the home of her aunt. Mrs. William
and Alan L. Bird speakers.
trip North in 13 years.
School, Silver Spring, Md., are on “Awake My Soul.”
School building and Donald French Sunday at the home of Mrs. Clifford Pottle, in Friendship on a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Winchen vacation at James Quinn’s resi
Creed and prayers. Mr. Crocker;
at the brick schoolhouse for the Shuman.
Mr. and Mrs. George Anderson I
bach and Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Win dence.
hymn 'Glorious Things of Thee
Mrs Harvey Simmons of Gross and daughter of Lowell. Mass. are
coming school year.
chenbach were guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sargent and Are Spoken;” “Account of Island
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wallace and Neck spent Wednesday afternoon spending two weeks with Mr. and j
Mrs Alice Morse of Waldoboro.
daughter Miriam Ellsworth were ' Church Activities,’’ Rev. Mr. Huse;
Mrs. Edgar Wallace.
son, Raymond, Mr. and Mrs. Earl with Mrs. Astor Willey.
Alfred Crandon of Pennsylvania here from
___ _
___ ,, until
. ....................
AN IMPBDMPTU
Friday
Monday. sermon, Mr. Crocker, quartet; offer
John Whittemore of Virginia has
Heyler, Miss Mary Feyler and Eben
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Church services and prayer meeting ing; Doxology; hymn “The Church's
ELKS CLUB ENarrived
for
a
few
weeks'
stay
at
his
Feyler of Thomaston all cousins re
TEWAINMENT IN '
Waltz.
I were held at the home of Mrs. One Foundation;” closing prayer
GROSS NECK
cently entertained another cousin cottage.
MENA.ACK START
Miss Madelyn Genthner spent Clifford Quinn. Edith Quinn was and benediction, Rev. Mr. Huse.
ED THEM ON THE
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Osier and
Mrs. Jennie Benner of Waldoboro
Sunday with Joyce Creamer of the organist.
ROAD TO FAME
Mrs. William Tnorne and daugh
at a motor trip, a picnic and a band children were recent Augusta visit
Dutch Neck.
VIA KTHS. WHERE
ter
MLss
Luella
have
been
recent
concert. Leaving Thomaston they ors.
THE IL'Mt ABNE8
Mrs. Charles Geele of Gross Neck
WE BUY
Rockland
visitors
Mrs. Mark Savage and daughter
motored to Windsor and Palmero
THEME WAS BOON
✓
visited Wednesday with her sister
Miss Pauline Eugley has returned
making calls at both places then of New Hampshire and Mrs. Sav
Mrs. Clifford Winchenbach.
AND SILVER
to Liberty Lake where a picnic was age’s mother were callers Wednes- home after visiting friends ln
Mrs. Mark Savage and daughter
Clarence E. Daniela
Round Pond.
Anna of New Hampshire have been
JEWELER
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon of
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Thomaston were guests last Satur
French.
day of Mrs. Condon's parents, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burns of
and Mrs. Melvin Genthner.
Friendship were callers Tuesday at
Mrs. Ralph Eugley returned Sun
SCARED STIFF,THEY
Walter Kaler's.
VINAL HAVEN & ROCKLAND STJ.T. CA
day after a few days’ visit with Mr.
cm
CLICKED ON THEIR IV
AT LOW PRICES
Sidneyy Creamer and Dewey
BIG-TIME
AUDITION...
and Mrs. R. Prior at Round Pond.
SERVICE
TO: VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON,
THEN TURNED DOWN
Winchenbach are building a house
1—1937 Plymouth 4-Door Sedan; heater.
Mrs. Percy French and son and
(CHESTER LAUCK) THE PROFFERED SUSTAIN
ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN’S ISLAND AND FRENCIIBORO
for Mrs. Carolyn Mace in Noble- ,
1—1937 Chevrolet Master Coach; heater, radio.
ING JOB TO HUNT UP A
Miss Celestian Wellman of West
(Subject to change without notice)
boro.
SPONSOR I
OT
Waldoboro called Monday on
1— 1937 Ford Fordor; heater.
(Eastern Standard Time)
Mrs. Alonzo Campbell and son of
friends here .
2— 1936 Pontiac Fordors; heater, radio.
Newport,
R.
I..
Mrs.
Reuben
McCourt
(NOR&IS GOFF)
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Masten who
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
and daughter Evelyn of Somerville, I
JF
1—1936 Ford Coupe; heater.
were guests of Mrs. Masten's par
Effective June 20th to September 15th, inclusive
Mass., who have been spending the |
1— 1935 Ford Fordor; radio.
Read Down
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Geele
summer with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
_______
have returned to Nutley, IN. J.
2— 1937 Ford Pickups.
Kaler. have returned home.
cept Sunday Only
EACH DOESHCHARACTERS WHO
CBS’ OZARK
cept Sunday Onlv
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Stewart
1—1936 Ford Pickup.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
APPEAR SOMETIMES DAILV &
STORE KEE PE US
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Creamer,
A.M. P.M. P.M.
of Broad Cove were recent visitors
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
MUST BE OMITTED WHEN
MON., WED.
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
1—1936 Dodge Pickup.
Mrs. Viola Kuhn and Mr. and Mrs.
EITHER
HAS
A
COLD.
DONNING
fi,
FRI
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
at Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Eugley s.
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4 35
THEIR WHISKERS TAKES 2 HOURS. “
Frank Sheffield visited Sunday
25—1932 to ’37, P/2 Ton Trucks with Stake and
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Berce have
(GOT
with William Creamer in Montville.
5AE1S^SJpfOSONAL EXPEtt.7.50
11.30 Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
2.15
Lv. 8.45
JAtt 3
Hydraulic Dump Bodies
moved to Southport.
—- ------ ^iCkircc
1 iiirsffCl iC
'lENCES UNDERLIE
Read Up
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kaler and Mr.
THE SCRIPT, WRITTEN
OVER A COOKIE JAR
and Mrs. Charles Kaler of West
VINAL HAVEN LINE—STEAMER VINAL HAVEN
IN THE KITCHEN AS
Waldoboro and Frank Hussey of
Dailv Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
TWEV THINK A ACT
CALL
Winslow’s Mills called recently on
cept .-unaay vmy
SERVICE
IN CHARACTER. TRIPS
cept Sunday Only
SALES
A.M. F.M. A.3T
1 Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genthner.
A.M. P.M. PM
TO ARKANSAS EACH
HAVENER’S ICE CO
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
VEAR HELP RETAIN
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley and
TeL 792
THEIR HOMEV TOUCH
6.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINAL HAVEN,
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.13
WALDOBORO, ME.
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley were recent
PHONE 61
55’56tf
78tf
106-108

RadiOdditics . ... by Squier

OLD GOLD

DEPENDABLE
USED CARS AND TRUCKS

WALDOBORO GARAGE COMPANY

For “ICE” Service
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Every-OtKer-Day

Mrs. Mary M. Trefethen and Mrs.
Mabel P. Bartlett of Waterville, and
M:,ses Ruth and Prances Tre
fethen of New York called recently
on friends here.
i
Mr. and Mrs. Lester H. Libby of
Springfield. Mass., and Mr. and
Mis., Carl Lord of West Enfield
visited Mr. and Mrs. Harold P. Cobb
k cently.
Edgar Holmes has returned to the
CC C. Camo in Greenville after a
visit at his hune here.
Mr. and Mrs. Waltei G. Razey of
Binghamton, N. Y„ were recent
guests of Rev. and Mrs. Gardnerj
Wi'ls .
j
M G. Wo hi end F. A. Dunton
are making repairs on the Daniel
M< Farland property.
I
Mr. and Mis. Maynard Cushman
and daughter Hesier attended Ban
gor Fair two days.
Mrs. Abbie Bryant passed Mon
day with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Churchill at Sebago Lake.

ROCKPORT

★★★★

LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
Tel. 2229

|
j
I

date was observed by Mrs. Berry,
his daughter, Mrs. Herbert Sylvester, Mr. Sylvester, his granddaughter Miss Doris Sylvester, son Arthur Berry, Mrs. Arthur Berry and
Stephen Kessel of Rockland. Mr.
Berry who yet has the springy step
and gait of a youth, remarked as he
was partaking of ice cream and
cakes. “I don't remember of hav
ing such fun as this 80 years ago."
• • • •

AT THE PARK MONDAY-TUESDAY

WASHINGTON
Mrs. Nina Johnston who recently
sold her place to Mrs. Edith Joudray of North Waldoboro, has moved
to the tenement In the village
which she bought from Willard
Ware last year.
Mrs. Marcia Sanborn of Sebago
passed a vacation of two weeks at
the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. E. Hatch. Mrs. Carrie
Lyttle of Berwick was also guest at
the Hatch home.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Prescott and
Mr. and Mrs. Farnum of (Prescott
farm were afternoon and supper
guests last Saturday K>f friends ln
New Harbor.

Elmer E. Matthews, who passed
August at his summer home on Rus
GILBERT HARMON
sell av«iue, returned Friday Vo
Carroll-Norwood Reunion
Telephone, Camden 713
Wilkesbarre , Pa. Mrs. Matthews
A large number of the Carrollwill remain here for two weeks. Norwood descendants and friends
Prank Quigley has returned to 1 turned Thursday. The counselors
Mr. and Mrs. Matthews will leave met Tuesday at the Elmer Jameson
Merion. Pa., after spending a vaca- will leave Saturday.
Wilkesbarre Sept. 23 for Dallas. cottage at Friendship for their an
Mr. and Mrs. Aime Caza of Brook
tion with his mother, Mrs. Qtjigley
Texas to attend the Convention of nual reunion. Renewing old friend
Mrs. Lillian Weaver is visiting line, Mass., are guests over the holi
the American Hospital Association. ships and reviewing the “good old
relatives and friends in Lincoih day of Mrs. Cazas' brother and
Mr. Matthews goes as House dele- days' was the pastime of the older
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
Mass.
Kate of the Hospital Association of generation present and the younger
Mr. and Mrs. William Collins of
Pennsylvania of which he is treas- | ones, enjoying many forms of
Auxiliary to Canton Molyneaux Harmon.
J Union were in town last Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Rollins and
urer. having served in that capacity pleasure, found the day passing all
1 on (busniess.
meets at Odd Fellows hall Monday
son Donald are spending the week
at 7.30. Plans for inspection will be
several .vears
too quickly.
Mrs. Gertrude MeDewitt and son
end in Winthrop as guests of Mr.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle met
A lobster stew was the chief at
made.
Jackie of Lincoln. R. I., are guests
Rollins’ mother.
Wednesday at the home of Mrs. traction at noon, augmented with
this week at the home of Mr. and
Miss Bertha Carlson, who is in
Mrs. Francis Sawyer of Malden.
Lester Shibles Picnic dinner was many other delicacies. At the busiMrs. Charles Ludwig.
training at the Lawrence Memorial Mass., was guest Thursday of Mr.
served at noon. Next Wednesday j ness session these officers were
Hospital in Medford, is spending and Mrs. Robert Smith.
The L. M. Staples residence which
the Circle will enjoy a picnic din elected: President, Edwin F. Cartwo weeks’ vacation at hen home in
’ was recently vacated by Mrs. Nina
The Girl Scouts are enjoying a
ner at the home of the president. roll of Warren; vice presidents, Mrs.
Lincolnville. She was guest Thurs camping trip to Hatchet Mountain
Johnston, has been reopened, the
Mrs. Maud Walker.
Lizzie Hawes. Union and Mrs. Ma
day of her cousin. Clifford Atkin,. over the weekend.
new owner Mrs. Joudray having
Miss Josephine Knight
1
Nitsumsosum Club and hu«- bel Heald of West Rockport; secre
arrived Monday.
Methodist Church: Worship, at
The feature at the Comique Sun
Puneral services for Miss Jose- j bands were entertained at picnic tary and treasurer, Mrs A. T. Car10.30. preaching by the pastor, .sub day and Monday is "Golddiggers In
Flying
at
a
perilous
height
which
demands
their
breathing'oxygen
are
Holman McMullen has moved to
phine Knight were held Sunday supper and bridge Monday night at roll, Rockport
ject: "The Moral Value of Work:" Paris" with Rudy Vallee. The cele from the residence, Rev. Harold the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Me-1 Tlie oldest member present was Che ter Morris (left), and Richard Dix in this scene from RKO Radio’s the house occupied by his father,
music under direction of A. P. Sher brated Schnickelfritz Band has a Nutter of Appleton officiating. De- 1 Intyre in Warren. High score went i Edwin F Carroll and the youngest “Sky Giant." The two stars appear as daring pilots who attempt to chart Archie Mullen, and will remain
man; Bible classes and church prominent part in the show.
ceased was born in this community to Mrs. Marie Bisbee and Clarence Elven Carroll Beane of Warren. a new route to Europe. Joan Fontaine is the third star of the picture there with him for the present,
• • * •
school at 11.45; Happy Hour serv
j sheriff C. Earle Ludwick and
November, 1867. She was a teach- [ Munsey with Mr. and Mrs. Clyde iNext year’s gathering will be held and the heart interest of both men.—adv.
ice at 7.30. song service with mes
Hills Reunion
---—
----—
—
-----—
—
—
—
~~
—
~~
—
—
—
~~
—
—
~
'
County Attorney Jerome Burrows
er in the public schools for several Spear receiving low.
at the State Park on the Belfast
sage by the pastor, subject; “The
and daughter. Miss Esther of Cochl- j were business visitors here Monday,
The 55th annual reunion of the years, following which she was em
Mrs. Evelyn Crockett was among | Road near Camden, the last TuesVolunteer." Church night service in Hills family was held Wednesday at
tuate. Mass., have been guests the
The MethodlJt
GuUd heId
ployed In a straw shop In Massa those present when the staff of Ho day in August.
the vestry Thursday at 7.30 conduct Mi. and Mrs. Aithur Grinnell’s
past
week
of
Misses
Lizzie
Winslow
|ts
annua)
£Ummer
and supper
chusetts.
tel Edwards and friends were de
ed by the pastor, topic: “Fret Not About 60 sat down to dinner at 1
and Winnie Winslow.
She later returned to this town lightfully entertained Wednesday
recently
at
the
Grange
hall. A
NORTH HOPE
Thyself." Meeting of the official o’clock. These officers were elected.
ALENA L. STARRETT
The Congregational Ladies' Circle fancy work table was In charge of
and operated the farm formerly afternoon by MLss Angie Nucclo at
board in the vestry Monday night Charles Cameron ef Union, presi
; will meet Thursday afternoon for a Mrs. Hannah Staples a grab bag for
Correspondent
owned by her father, Timothy her home in Camden. Afternoon
The
North Appleton
school 1
at 7 o'clock.
I
social hour, a special business meetdent; Irvin Hinckley of Springfield Knight. Miss Knight had been j tea was served by Mrs Vincent opened Monday with Mrs. Helen I
the children presided over by Mrs.
: ing to be called at 4 o'clock.
Baptist Church; Worship Sun Mass., Mrs. Irvin Hinckley, vice. cared for the past few months at | Nucclo. Others present were Syl- I Johnson as teacher
Tel. 49
Ida Hatch; while the selling of tlckMrs. Benjamin Watts was dinner
day at 11. Sermon by Rev. W. F. presidents; Virgil Hills of Warren, the home of Mrs. Abbie Bryant.
i via Wilcox, May Butler, Abbie
Callers at Willow Brook the past
,
J
,, , . ets for the quilt was in charge of
guest Wednesday of Miss Harriet
j
.
Brown, subject, "War Clouds and secretary and treasurer; Mrs. Herb
Survivors are a brother, Herbert Boynton, Josephine Leo. Rosa Leo, week have been Mr. and Mrs. Wilo.Mrs- Mildred Turner and Mrs. Inez
Funeral services for John John Stevens and Miss „
Susan Stevens.
the Rainbow;" church school a- ert Hills of Union, obituary commit- R. Knight and a niece.
Mrs. Vincent Nucclo and the hos-, lard Tiffany of Camden. Mr. and son. who died Wednesday at the
.
t . i
Mrs. Mary
Lockie andj DzvKovt
Robert qiov
Stev- Cunningham.
x
~ The fquilt was award_
9.45; Bible class at 10; mid-week de- ' tee; Mrs. Arthur Grinnell and Mrs.
j tess.
; Mrs. Joshua Wentworth. Miss May
ed to Mrs. Della Achorn of Biloxi,
home of Mr. and Mrs. Thayer in ens were also present.
votional service Thursday at 7.30 Bert Mills, entertainment comThe fair and lawn party held j Quinn .Miss Kathleen Brown and East Warren, will be held at 1
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A. B. Stevenson has leased the mittee.
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I Wednesday at the home of Miss'Mrs Emma Bryant.
used toward repairing and refur
o'clock today at the Sawyer Funeral
Activities of Woman's Club
Tibbetts
building.
Washington j a brief entertainment followed
nishing various necessary articles
Mr. and Mrs. William Hubhs of Marion Weidman under the aus’
R-cent visitors at E. D. Perry's parlors in Thomaston with Rev
street, and will shortly open the with a play “The Meeting Will Come Akron. Ohio, were ln town to attend , P‘c? of the Johnson 6oclety was.were Mr. and Mrs. Valorus EdgeMrs. Donald Mathews was ad- J.for the chUrch.
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F L. Ludwig, W. P. and several
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the tables were: Mrs Addie WentMiss Arlene Edgecomb has startup in the family of Mr. Gray and
supper at the home of Mrs. Edwin
Jessie Ranking. Arthur E. Grinnell received the care and devotion of
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Tuesday at 7.30.
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recent school of instruction ln
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questions on Parliamentary law, Rockland.
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O A R., at the home of Miss Nettie
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Bean, to celebrate the 86th birwlay
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June 23 of Fred L. Ludwig of this
ing.
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round
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Visitors Sunday at Mr. and Mrs.' Gay pointed out the broadening in- years at Stickney Comer.
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ents. Among the guests were Mr.
good
wishes
are
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for
visit with his cousins Bernard and Haskell also of that city They will
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from
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in
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j meetings.
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mer touring Europe.
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ing
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in
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Mrs. Raymond Fogler and family i day at his home on Union street.
Raymond Aldus is able to be Miss Dougherty and Miss Darling' money, and such things as beautlThe Curtis String Quartet, assist
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Mrs dos*ab Allen and son Rusty about with the aid of a cane, after of Washington, D. C.
ed by Edith Evans Braun, will give
Mrs. Maurice R. Clougn returned of Hinsdale Ill who have been
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for
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after
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their service.
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and
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Mrs. Fannie Brewster has re
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end with his aunt. Mrs. Pearl turned home af^r several weeks | William T. Cobb and since his death ards At
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spent with Mrs. Grace Flood at
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having
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during
daughter
and
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and
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Mrs. Olive Young is at her home Holiday Beach.
er of New York City are spending a
September Special
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Places which have been rented Wednesday Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Kel
MLss Mary L. Bowker and Miss
Mrs. O. F. Smith and daughter
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recently are: The Henry Woodard ler of Milton.
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Interment was in the West Rock- | Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carroll with '
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the
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and
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I
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to
HarMr. and Mrs. A. V. McIntyre of
Beloin of Stratford, Conn., for two were guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. port cemetery.
Monday in Union, and at which At- nell. N. Y.. where Mr. Smith has a P«s*ng the summer at Ginn's Point,
He Is survived by a niece Mrs. Warren spent Friday at Bar Harbor
months; and the Young cottage at Perry Wednesday when they made
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and
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niece
and
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Smith
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the Searsport Methodist Ladies' Aid
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and
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of
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motored
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and
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. . . campus . .. RYTEX TWEEDSpruce Head was closed for another
Cony of Augusta weee the speakers. Wa.ren and Miss Florence Bowlcy j Miss Myra Fitch and Miss Winnie
a
picnic on the lawn of the Meth- J WEAVE in
Camp Merestead has closed after season and they returned yesterday
HOPE
A meeting of the Republican of Milton, Mass., who is visiting Fitch of Worcester. Mass., have reodist parsonage.
a successful summer. Nineteen girls to Allenton, R. I.
jTown
committee is called by Chair them. were callers Sunday at the turned home after vacationing here
Double
the
Helen
M.
Angell
of
Franklin.
were enrolled at the camp and reMr. and Mrs. Osmond True of
Mass., Miss Abbie Brown of Cam-1
man W. H. Robinson, for Tuesday home of F. L. and R. S. Simmons. | several weeks.
Usual
Quantity!
New York were guests of Mr. and
SOUTH LIBERTY
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford H. Car- j Mr. and Mrs Maurice Barter and
at 7 oclock at the assessors’ office
den and Mrs. Ruth B. Arey and
Mrs. L. P True recently.
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in the town house.
daughter
Ruth
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of
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Ha

and son Roland of Auburn spent children Florence and Olive of Isle
roll
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Wilder are at
Mrs. Jesse Flanders was a Rock
100 ENVELOPES
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Robinson and Sunday and Monday with Mr. and au Haut passed last weekend at the
ven were guests Thursday of Rev.
the
Wilder
cottage.
land Visitor last Saturday.
daughters. June and Carol have re Mrs. T. J. Carroll. Returning Tues- i home of Mrs. Barter's parents, Mr.
or
and Mrs. N. F. Atwood.
Mrs. Esther Moody and family
Miles Keene and Irving Keene
CAMDEN
turned to Cincinnati, after being day, they attended the annual re- and Mrs. Harry Smith.
Rev. H. I. Holt will be the speaker,
100
DOUBLE
SHEETS
and Mrs. Laura Fuller made a visit have returned to Massachusetts
guetss of Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield union of the Norwood-Carroll fam
Sunday at 11 o’clock at the Baptist
100 ENVELOPES
Sunday at the home of Mrs. Linda after spending the summer at How
SUNDAY-MONDAY,
;
Robinson for ten days.
Church using as subject "Glorying
ilies at Elmer Jameson's cottage ln
PLEASANT POINT
cr
ard Goose’s.
Jewett.
SEPTEMBER 4-5
,
The Beulahland Co., will be en Friendship.
in the Cross.” The evening serv
Miss Flossie Jewett went last Sat
100 MONARCH SHEETS
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Dunton and ice will be a union service at West
tertained at dinner Monday at
Mr. and Mrs Frederick Meyers
Aino Kajander who is a large
urday to New York for an Indefinite Mrs. Frances Eugley attended the
100 ENVELOPES
RUDY VALLEE
Rockledge Inn, Spruce Head, by
and friends Mr. and Mrs. Carter
Rockport. Rev. Mr. Holt speaking
poultry
producer
and
an
enterpris
stay with Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Three-Quarter Century Club in Au
Mrs. Robert Andrews. The annual ing young man, is wiring his house: of Wollaston. Mass., were recent
from the subject, “An Old Testa
Fuller.
gusta.
meeting of the Company will be held
ment Christian.”
for electricity. He also has made ' callers at L. O. Young's and L. B.
Mrs. Gladys Cunningham was a
Guests Sunday of Mrs. Eleanor
after the dinner.
Services at the Methodist Church.
extensive repairs, including two Stlmpsons.
business caller in Liberty recently. Payson were Mr. and Mrs. Frank A.
Mrs. Susie Carlisle of Somerville,
Sunday, Rev. N. F. Atwood, pas
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Spear were
coats of paint which adds greatly
B. H. Cates of East Vassalboro Payson, Mrs. W. C. Wellman and
Postage 15c Extra
Mass., spent the past week with
tor: Church School at 10 a. m. when
to the attractive appearance of the guests Sunday at L. O. Young's.
was at the E. A. Leigher home Mrs. Wilbert Taylor.
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Mr. and Mrs. John A. Starrett,
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Starrett.
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to
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Partridge were callers Sunday at home recently after a visit with
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and
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manner
of
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lonial days was given by E. J. Rol
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by Elizabeth Kennison and Mary
AND DID HE 5ELL? WELL.
CYP1NIUS PERK, AGE 92 HE LABORED AT IT
OLD CEDAR FARM HE
i I udwig entitled ‘'Was Your Mother
WE SHOULD SAV///
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WISHED TO SELL ALL HIS LIFE 1 Irish?" Remarks were also made by
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D BASS. Owls Head
106*108
will ....... m ,-osr
forenoon and be heard thereon If they | ,lam L Pierce. Admr.
Klllcran cf Cushing was appointed
and win present 50-year medals. Susie Newbert and P. L. S. Morse. sce cause.
MALE, black bob-tall cat with white
ESTATE IRENE C. GOULD, late of Admr. Aug. 16. 1938. without bond
___.
SIX-room bungalow for sale; good
Miss Louise Thurston will arrive all of Thomaston; William G. Charles s small, late of Rock- WcMcsiey. Mass., deceased First and | iouella t bartlett. late of front, lost. Reward G. L. TOLMAN
104*106 I cellar, shed, two-acre field, good view
Meadow Rd., city.
j
Tztr-t
land dccexscd. Will and Pe ltlon for final account presented for allowance «one deceased
Florence L Coombs West
i a r
_____________________________
_
of
watci; dozen young fruit trees; good
tonight from Bernard. Harvey Kel- Sleeper. Miss Susie Sleeper. Miss rebate therccj. asking that the um< by Oeor; M Nay. Admr c. T. A
i cf Rx-ktand Xi, app^rntM Admx
A«x

Mrs. Minnie C. Wilson entertained
the Jolly Eight Club Friday to a J
picnic dinner in observance of Mrs. i
Susie Newberts birthday. The'
guests ewre Mrs. Lucy Sillery. Mrs.
Cora Kalloch. Mrs. Susie Newbert,
Mrs. Annie Wyllie. Mrs. Gertrude (
Hahn and Miss Etta Benner.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Closson and
two daughters came last night from
Upton, Mass., for the weekend with:
her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Smith
and daughter Eleanor of East Brain
tree, Mass, were recent guests of J
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gasper and
family.
Mrs. Ralph Carroll. Mrs. Rossie ,
Roundy and Mrs. Luther Clark
spent a few days last week with Mrs.,
Clark's aunt. Mrs. Grace M. Buker.
in Farmington Falls. Mrs. Buker I
is now visiting Mrs. Clark here, j
The Friendly Club will have pic
nic supper next Wednesday at 6.15
at Mrs. Miles Watts' home on Main
street, Mrs. Josephine Stone, Miss
Dorothy Starrett, and Mrs. Libby
the committee in charge. Please
bring dishes.
Mrs. Edgar Wilson entertained
the Busy Club Friday afternoon,
observing the birthday of Mrs. Her
bert Newbert. who was presented
with birthday cake and a lovely
bouquet.
Phyllis
friends
home
day afternoon. Games were played visiting her daughter Mrs. John C. Glenmere.
ESTATE LFWIS GRAY, late of Can - Rockland, deceased. First and final ac- ! 1P38 °nd qualified by filing 'bond Aug.
• • • •
I den deceaseu
Pe- ition for Admlnls-! count pres nted for allowance by Vora 17. 1938
outdoors and at the close of the Mason in North Easton. Mass., re
Tha* nii.ri.li~
tratlon. a>king that Nellie A Gray cf Nye Bemis. Admx d b n.. c.t a
MAUDE E GRANT, late of Vlnalin mevnunnes
Camden, or some other suitable persor
ESTATE CH.ARLES L ROBINSON haven, deceased
Birdie M Mills cf
afternoon they had refreshments i turned home Wednesday.
St. James Catholic Church. Low ,
''Pf'oln‘-ed Admx Without bond
late of Rockland, decreed .First and Vlmilhavrn was sppolnted Bex. July
sandwiches, chocolate milk shake,' Mrs. Charles Winchenbach spent
toiAit
i e oi
____ _________
F3TATE ha
EVA k
R ivnuuiu
COPELAND late
ol ,lnal
aecount>__________
presented___
for __
allowance | 19. 1938. and qualified by filing bond
assorted cup-cakes and Ice cream last week at Squirrel Island, where Mass at 8- High Mass at 1045 a m Rock'a*”' de-eawt.tUpetumn, for'eAd‘ by
H Robinson. Admr
| July 20. 19jr
the table gay with decorations of Rev and Mrs Bertram Hanscom 111 St. Bernard s Church in Rock- ministration, asking tha• Ruth t
r. tatc causta s cole late of
Herbert N brazier late of Rock7 .
__
jnev. ana aara. otr.ram nanscom
Levensaler of Rockland, or some other Rockport, deceased
First account pre- port, deceased. Clara W Brazier of
sented for allowance by Lincoln- AIM- Rockport was appointed Exx . Aug 16.
clowns and balloons. The guests 1 with their two children and his land.
j suitable person, be appointed Adm
Bank and Trust Company of New 1938. and qualified by filing bond Aug
were Jean
Elliot. Jean Cushing, j mother. Mrs.. Albert Hanscom of
St. Johns Church. 9.30
a. m ''XlNCeTw potter i ate of Med- ance
York. N Y . Admr. C T A
‘ 17. 19.6.
Joan Crie.Doris Vinal. Betty See- Worcester. Mass., had a cottage for Holy Eucharist; 7.30 p. m. Even- ferd Ma-achu-ctu decea-cd. Bxem-estate Margaret
ekane. latei ilizabeth c. urquhart.
late of
kins Helen Tvnrh Marilvn M.wv
.
..
_
1 pllflcd copy of Will and Probate thereof f Rockland, deceased First and final Vlnalhaverf. deceased Rose U Condon
Kins. Helen
Ljncn,Marilyn Maxey, the month of August.
Mrs. Ber- song.
together wt;h a Petition for Proba,
account presented forallowance by
of Upper Darby. Pennsylvania was apDoris Seekins. and Renee Slotnick tram Hanscom" is“ Mrs vvlnrnPn
Winrhen-Rintist
Church
Bible
School at of Fore|5n WlU askln« tbat ,be c°py Ljuls w Bo** A*1"1
pointed Admx. Aug 16. 1938 without
nf New York Miss Rhirlev dlieknev u . •
Baptist Cnurcn. BlDlC Scnool at of
wl„ mBy
atl0WPrt nle<t ,nd
E?TATE MARGAREr E KANE, late bond
Leslie B Dyer of Vlnalhaven
oi ixew xorK Miss oniriey stiCKney bach s sister and IS well remem- 945 Morning worship at 11. the recorded in the Probate Court of Knox of Rockland, deceased Petition for was appointed Agent In Maine
of Rockland assisted Mrs. Gasper.
bered here as Sophronia Burcor. f?rmon on the text John 18: 38. Th- £Xn w^h the* —*" °f
b.
>’ ------^uis- ,wILIZABETH
1
„ n) ' ?ls,rlbutlon .
WILSON FISHER late
i
annexed be Is- Basse. Admr
j Cf Philadelphia. Pa., deceased E MeMiss Florence Bowley of Milton.! Merriam
Sunday morning Mrs anthem will be "Hark. Hark. Mv
t5lOrace Endly Manning of GreenESTATE WILLIAM T COBB, late of Lain W atters. Laura Reeve, and Flor
thlittle Co..I” Kv u.rrv
Oowo chellev end
" “ Ma.--. with bond. Rockland, decea-etl
First and llna, tn« 8tb;ey. all of said Phllad-lphta.
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Luther Hanscom preached in
in tn. nttie soul by Harry Rowe Shelley, and
RODERICK j MACKENZIE, late of account presented for allowance by i were appointed Bxrs.. August 16 1938
Clark for a few days. Tuesday Mr 1 chapel on the island. The Hanscoms the organist for Sunday- is Mrs Fairfield. Connecticut deceased. Ex- Martha C Wood and Anna C WIswall and qualified by filing bond Au? 29.
and Mrs Clark Miss Rnwlev Mrs
.. ........................
'
empllfled copy of Will and Probate Adnixs d bn . et a.
1938
Edward K Gould cf Rockland
airs, vtara. mus oowiey, Mrs. came Up with Mrs Winchenbacn Edna Rollins. Communion follows I thereof together with a Petition f> :
ystate MELVIN F WOTTON late was appointed Agent in Maine
Roundy and Mrs. A. P. Heald went Monday and with her called on her ! the morning service. In the evening
^mil8wiiiWm«v“hJ1
>( Rockla«d. decea-ed First and'final' CELIA shapircx late of Rockland,
to Cadillac Mountain. On the way i aunl Mrs Margaret Crocket( and at 7 reporU on the Qcean p&rk ^£8 r^oX^thT^Sa^t
*,lowance by
5X& %££ Au^

PROBATE NOTICES

home they drove to West Franklin family at Ash
School tessions win
given by thr
; estate mart c Barrett, i.tc of
**
bond on
to
see
the
Austin
sisters'castle
Mis;,
Mrs
Herbert
Newbert
Thursday
six voune nennle who snent twv Pert-City Trus- Company of Bridge- J?OP<‘ deceased Petition for Perpetual
,,,
. ,
,
U u a
...
neioert newDert inurtcay SIX young people wno spent two
Co'nn wlthout ££nd
Care of Burial Lot. presented by Edna
MARIA KARLSON. lata of Rockland.
Austin told them she had only 15 evening entertained Fales Circle, weeks there. Gwendolyn Barlow
samuel rubsell late of Milton M payson of Rockland. Admx. c t a deceased Alfred Kartson of Rockland
dS n0OnaSMreaa?k8s0tin0idu,raindg
«« °'A R' ^e Depart- Marie Clark Kathleen Anderson MaMachv^tu^dec^ bemgt.tud,
C bakrett i.t^o,
nUn, ^S«Aug'.
oieu. un Aits.
ciatKs inquiring ment President, Mrs. Louise D. Esther Achorn. Maynard Linscott. gether with a PetP.lon for Probate of St0 Se*I rerttl" Keal Estate situated in
la38
Attest:
Why they had built in such an out- ouwtey
Bowlev OI
Of uangor.
Bancor was
was nresenf and
lr and Howard Miller Foreign Will, asking that the copy of , raid Hope, and fully described In said
CHARLES L VEAZIE.
present, and
Jr.,
and Howard Miller. satd wlH maj.
anOwed. filed and re- Pe ltlon- presented by Edna M PayRegister
of-the-way place of! the main high- inspectionwas conducted. Alter
Federated Church Sunday School corded ln the Probate Court of Knox ; bOn- Aimx C. T A
rraeratea cnurcn. ounaay ocnooi County aDd
that Letters TestamenHELEN T WATTS, late of Thomas
106-S-112
way, they replied they did that for the meeting buffet luncheon was 1 at 9.45. Morning worship at 11. t-ary be Issued to Sarah W Russell ci j ton deceased Will and Petition for
seclusion but they had anything i served,
..
. . .
.
said MILon. Mass. with bond.
: Probate thereof, asking that the same
the sermon subject Slgnpos.s to r^TaTF ,gjr.MaI,n n s-rx-T«nxi may br proved and allowed and that
but seclusion now and the public i News was received here yester- God."
and the anthem "Since Jesus latV^Vhoir^to^dec^'ed87^?!?™ I
Testamentary twue“to"Lucy”'
was "wearing them out.” The party day of the death of Mrs. Estelle H Died for Me (von Berge). The
HrtekTsut^ oK'^1
ec^lx^n^mTrin"'^^ win’
had a pleasant call there, and it Merrill, which took place ln Trcn- sacrament of the Lord's Supper will confirmed as Trustee of th» .state l>ond
—
.
,
,
given tn Trust for the benefit cf the: ESTATE BERTHA M ROBBINS, late
was a perfect day and at trip long ton, —
N. J.
The remains will -be follow.
Sept. 3-5—South Windsor.
There Will be no evening childrenof Harold L Stetson, dec. ased.: of Rockport, deceased. Petition for
to be remembered.
| brought to Thomaston next Tues- rnrviee Next Rnnrlnv thp 11th th««*ro Efwtn G. Stetson. Helen A Ste,- Admin 1-tratlon. a-king that F W:nSept. 5-10—Lewiston.
..rttti. next ouuuay
me uui m.
and Rar, A steUon, and the ltp. neid Bobbinsof Rockport, or some
Miss Elizabeth Woodcock enter- day. The deceased was formerly Epworth League Will resume for the I keep ofhome place of deceased, prt -1 other suitable person be appointed
Sept. 5-7—Bluehill.
, .. „ ...
_.
sented by said Helen L Stetson
Admr. without bond.
tained last evening for Mrs. William Estelle Hilt of Thomaston and was , „
Sept 9-10—Monroe
estate JOHn Leonard tate ot
witness, harry e wilbur. Esquire.
Grafton (Celia Flye, and a shower about 80 years of age. She was thi fall, and the . oclock evening serv- South
Sept. 13-14—Unity.
Thomaston, deceased
Pe ltlon : Judge of Probate Court for Knox
ice.
from a clear sky brought the bride widow of David N. Merrill,
for Confirmation of Trustee asking County. Rockland. Maine,
Sept. 13-15—Machias.
Pentecostal Mission. 1.15 p. m that William Leonard of Owl's Head be i Attest:
many lovely gifts from Miss Dorothy j The Thomaston Garden Club will
Kn-rtiv Qehnnl
9 10 T-eoli.re nn confirmed as Trustee of the estate given
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
Sept. 27-29—Union.
Register
Starrett. Miss Mildred Demmons, meet next Thursday with Mrs. H 5U..aay tocnooi. J.JU. Lecture on ,n Trust for the use oand benefit of i
Oct. 11-18—Topsham.
Jude, verse 5, followed by the ob- William Leonard. Mary Hanley and An- ,
106-S-112
Mr-. Forest Stone. Miss Jane Miller. Nelson Keene, at 7.30 in the eveMrs. Walter Young of Pleasant ning to accommodate menbv who servance of the Lord's Supper. At
Point, Miss Ethel Upham, Miss are unable to come in the afternoon. 7.39 p. m. Rev. John T. Reed of
Leeds will speak on the subject
Charlotte Dyer, Miss Edna Ames,
The Red Cross Senior and Junior
Miss Marion Miller, the hostess, and courses in life saving and water "Saved the Most." Mr. Reed has
Miss Eleanor Wetherbee of Malden, safety have been taken th;s sum been engaged to continue these
Mass., who is visiting her. Ca-.i-s mer under the leadership of Miss meetings for the month of Septem
ber.
were played, and luncheon was Jane Miller, instructor; and tests
served, sandwiches, punch, cakts. have just been passed in the junior
Sheldon's bus will leave Blaisolives, nuts and mints, with a bride's course Jean Crie. Florine Burnham
dell's Drug Store at 8 a. m. Labor
cake beautifully decorated in n-ivk Marie Clark. Ruth Rowland of New
Day for Old Orchard. $1.50 round
and green.
York, and Richard Spear of Rocktrip—adv.
Erwin C. Ellis of Augusta, in- j land. They are entitled to emblems
structor in the course In manual which they will receive from NaUNION
training in the schools, arrived this tional Headquarters through Miss
week and has been getting the ' Miller.
A large and enthusiastic audience
equipment ready for the new de- i
••«•
attended the rally at Union last
partment. Mr Ellis is graduate of
Kalloch Family Reunion.
night. Judge Oscar H. Emery, the
Gorham Normal School. He is stayThe 60th annual reunion of the principal speaker, attacked the lien
ing with Mr. and Mrs. Elston Luce. Kalloch family was held Wednes- system in the Old Age Assistance
Mis. Sara Linnell arrives today i day at the home cf Mr. and Mrs. Bill: also the cost of the Barrows
from New York. While she was Arthur D. Kalloch. Grace was cf- administration which he said was
away this week her sister, Mrs. fcred by Miss Mary Kalloch of Warover $2,5C9.0C0 more than Brann's
C. W. Creighton attended to the ren, after which a bountiful dinner
preceding term. All the county can
business in her Rockland shop.
was partaken of under the 1C0- didates were present, with J. Crosby
Miss Sarah Stone planned the year-old elm trees.
Hcbbs. William Clayter of Lincoln
surprise party for her uncle, AnThe meeting was called to order ville ai o speaking. George W. Dyer
drew Stone, held at his home Wed- ] by Edward K. Gould. President, with ably introduced the speakers.
nesday evening and attended by' the singing of “America." The
relatites and neighbors. Songs oldisame board of officers was elected:
Republican rally in Washington
and new were sung and there was ' President. Edward K. Gould; vice next Tuesday night. H. C. Buzzcil
music by Herbert Morgan, violin, 1 presidents, Daniel Keller of Rock- and Alan L. Bird speakers.
Andrew Stone accordion, Arthur port, Everett Kalloch of South
Meservey clarinet, Nat Stone har- Thomaston. James Kellogg of CamLONG COVE
monica. with Mrs. Carrie Philbrook bridge. Mrs. Lillian Joyce of RockUEBEC — Within sight of Que inch of this land. Ancient dwell north woods accessible by car, the
bec’s lofty Citadel, Wolfe de ings, churches and military relics sound of a motor sends bear, cari
at the piano. Refreshments were iand, Mrs. Ella Robinson of St.
St. George’s Church: 7.45 a. m.
successive periods of Quebec’s bou and other big game to cover.
feated
Montcalm and France yieldmark

George, Robert Simmons of Rock- Holy Eucharist, with brief sermon.
ed Canada to England. But French- storied past. Quaint narrow streets The snapshot enthusiast finds tliis
Miss Marion Jack came from Au- iand. and John R. Kalloch of HatCanada continued to live on with trod by generations of great figures a rich field to explore. Beaver In
gusta last night and will stay over field. Mass.; secretary and treasurer,
out essential changes. Its people vie in interest with broad tree- roadsido streams f.ap their great
Cruises arranged, steamship tick
retained the language, philosophy, lined main highways. Great trans- flat tails on the water with resound
the holiday with her father at Mrs. Arthur D. Kalloch of Thomaston; ets to all parts of the world. M. F.
customs, religion, law and archi Atlantic liners and other shipping ing smacks warning their kits and
James Feylers home. The two nominating committee Mrs. E. K. Lovejoy, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel.
tecture of the mother country in from the seven seas accord right of mates to hide. Trout, ouananiche,
friends who came with her have Gould, Rockland. Mrs. Mabel Rol- 1060-J, Rocklad
16-S-tf
the Old World. Symbolic of this, way on the scenic St. Lawrence to salmon and other game fish slip
the Trl-color of France still flies squat sailing barges manned by de quietly into the depths of deep
returned to Augusta. Miss Glenice nns Somerville. Mass.. Miss Cora
scendants of Breton sailors.
everywhere.
shaded pools, tantalizing the sports
Rainier and Herman Kilpatrick.
Murdough, Waltham. Mass.; comman because of their large size.
Oxen still draw plows and hay
Wayside
shrines,
each
festooned
Rcv. and Mrs. Phillip C. Hughey mittee on location. Arthur D. XalWILLING WORKER
At eventide the angelus tolls from
carts on long narrow fenced-in with implements inherent to local
with their daughter Ruth and son icch, Mlss E(nth Watts, Lynn. Mass..
farms, where fertile soil has fed crafts, line roads that radiate to all a thousand belfries from Gaspe to
WANTS A JOB
successive generations of pioneer compass points. The giganticltridge Gatineau—the ringing tones echo
Calvin, returning to New York city I and Miss Mary Kalloch. Warren;
I am very anxious to secure
habitant families. Ancient wind that carries motor and rail traffic ing back and forth through the for
from their vacation in Allegash. entertainment
committee,
Miss work at once. Electrician, any
mills with creaking canvas covered across the St. Lawrence above Que ested mountain ranges. The eunstayed overnight with Mr. and Mrs.: Mabel Rollins. Mrs. Ella Robinson. work of a mechanical nature,
arms still pump water and grind bec contrasts with weather beaten down gun booms from the great
driving car or truck, in fact any
the grain. The spinning wheels and covered bridges that span lesser stone ramparts of the Citadel, fol
________________________________ St. George, and Mrs. Arthur D.
thing.
Could work for small
lowed by the clear call of a Frenchhand looms of another era still pro streams in the countryside.
I Kalloch.
wage if a bit of time were avail
Canadian bugler of the garrison.
vide cloth that draws the envy of
Devout
pilgrims
enroute
to
tilfe
DR. P. R. GREENLEAF
Remark? were made by Edward, able Tuesday. Thursday and Sat
city folks. The daily bread is still ancient Shrine of St. Anne de The Union Jack is lowered, and
urday to allow present small job
baked in out-of-doors ovens. Skilled Beaupre within sight of placid Isle reverently folded. Lights -twinkle
J. Kalloch, Warren. Miss Mary Kal
to be rontinued.
Dentist
woodcarvers and other patient arti of Orleans see sun glints dancing from the neighboring villages and
loch of Warren. Mrs. Mabel Rol-'
from the gliding craft in the river
sans ply their crafts.
from the wings of a swiftly moving below. Quiet settles over Quebec
MAIN ST.,
THOMASTON, ME. lins. Somerville, on the colonial and WILBUR W. STRONG
The
old
world
meets
the
new
at
plane
bound
perhaps
for
the
fishing
ROCKLAND
Peace befitting the region falls upc
TEL. 20
present history of the Kalloch fam- J 48 GRACE ST„
every turn in this vicinity. Rich paradise to the north.
TEL. 19-W
it. and likewise upon all who pat
85&87-Th-tt
historical associations overlay every
ily. A demonstration of the making
In those sectlous of the famed this way,

Maine Fair Dates

Quebec—Where the Old World Meets the New
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In Everybody’s Column

REAL ESTATE

: LOST AND FOUND ;

♦

WANTED

" [ chance for poultry raising: $300 cash.
remainder as rent: adjacent St. George
• ‘ quarry
HUGH CAMPBELL, Willard♦ ham Long Cove_______________ 103*105

SMALL furnished house to let at
Spruce Head near salt water: new
Qarase. Ideal for cottage, through fall
SMALL place in vicinity of Rockland months or as year-around home: rent
wanted to buy as rent. State full seasonable. CALL 793-W
106-tf
Write “P
particulars In first letter
104*106
N ." care Courier-Gazette
TWO family home of late Mrs J M.
HERE is your opportunlty-an otabT I Stud'eV located In Warren village wLl
llshcd business producing good earnings he sold at a. bargain For partlcu.ars
will be offered the right man In RockWHITE
™ l(*“f
land Honesty energy and good com- , MRS JANE P want.___________ mo r
mon sense Is all hat Is required Write j CAMp at L<,rm<)nd Pond for sale, two
fully stating your qualifications Ad- roonls screened porch. «andy beach,
dress Box No 3-,7 Newark. N J 107 108 yow
price S325. TEL Camden
POSITION wanted by middle aged 12257.
106*108
woman, housework care sick, cooking ! —
I
7TZ
companion. ROSE JOHNSON. 4 Gay
ATTRACTIVE home for sale. se\en
3t Place city.
105*108 rooms and bath; all modern; best
I grade oak floors, two-car garage and
YOUNG man. experienced wanted on shop buildings In perfect condition,
farm, at guest home for year around I owner moving elsewhere must sacrifice
Board and room <6 a we?k Apply in thlg beautiful and economical home.
person at HILLCREST HOMESTEAD. HALLOWELL. 14 Spruce St.. Tel. 1313
Warren
106-It
95-tf
USED cash register wanted with de
TWO-famlly
house
for
sale,
ln
good
partmental keys and paid and received repair; two car garage, poultry house.
on account buttons, suitable for garage ■BM2 't acre land, fruit trees; good
use. TEL 1178 Rockland.
106-108
place for greenhouse or gardening;
PO6ITION wanted by competent near town
MRS WALLACE WADS
nursemaid or mother's helper, no ob WORTH. 4 Mt Battle St.. Camden.
jections to leaving State. TEL 287-J.
101*103
104*106
POSITION, as allround cook. H T
PERRY. 44 Gay St., city.
70-tf i
♦
WATCHMAKER Repairing watches. .
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and ’
deliver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER 23 | ♦
*8t
Amesbury St., Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
105-t
COTTAGE at Holiday Beach to let by
week or month of September; near
ocean fine location: convenient Call
at 115 PARK ST . city__________ 105*tf

TO LET

I
♦

FOR SALE

)(**-»*«*-------- --- * * - R

ALL modern 4-room apartment, hot
water heat. bath, garage set tubs ln
kitchen
Dial Camden 2192 at noon
or 6 p m . E E THORNDIKE. Rockport!
106-103

COW trailer for talc. H. D CRIE
Thomaston. Tel 83
105*107
_
EIGHT room furnished house to let.
TRUCK for tiale; l1. ton Interna-■ garage Also small wheel chair for sale;
tlonal good as new F A KIMBALL. 42 Union St.. Camden Tel. 789
397 Old County Road. Tel. 321-W
I
105*107
105-107 , ---------------------------------------------------------—____________________ __ -_____
■
I CHELTENHAM Lodge to let. CrawSHOATS for sale
GLEA..ON HILI, jord Laxe; g rooms, large fireplace.
FARM. Union, Tel 4-5.__________ 106*108 | running water. Frlgldatre. piano, radio,
NEW and used Johnson outboard electric lights gas. wood; $35 week,
motors for sale, also boat and yacht MRS R S BIRD, Crawford Farm.
104-112
supplies. A. L. ANDERSON. Camden Union. Tel. 13-2
92-S-tf
Tel 464
SECOND floor furnished apartment .
TWO pair of three-year-old oxen for to let at 14 MASONIC ST
104*106
sale, all broken. PARKER DEAN, Lin
NEWLY furnished apartment to let.
colnville. Tel 6-21
105*107
19 WILLOW ST Tel 1248-W
104*106
MOTOR boat 22’.. Jt 6’2 ft. beam,
excellent condition throughout; speed
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart
20 in ph. TEL 1074-J. Rockland, or ments o let. 12 KNOX ST.. Tel. 156-W.
white S B care Courier-Gazette
city.
10*-tf
104*106
FIVE-room tenement to let at 49
F\N3F. Large Round Oak Rumal _______
__
Pleasant___
St. _Inquire
82 Llmerock St.
Chief, all steel. A-l cond°lon for sale ' LILLIAN BICKNELL
104*106
with or without coil. TEL. THOMAS
HOUSE to let at 6 Knox St. Inquire
TON 43.
105*107
12 WARREN OT
104-tf
GERMAN police puppy for sale Six
FIRST floor apartment at 102 Union
weeks old C. A. MEARS. Winslow s
Mills.
105*107 St . to let. LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union
SL___ ___________________________ 104-tf
WHITE Mountain refrigerator ice
EIGHT-room house on Fulton St., to
box. large size, fine condition. TEL
let: bath; cellar; shed; $20 month,
185-R . 64 Summer St., city.
water paid Tel. 1017-J or 313-M. HER
GAS range for sale, alll white enamel; BERT BAHTER
101-tf
reasonable
FRANK E KNIGHT. 43
STORE, fully equipped with fixtures
Maverick St., city.
101*105 a!-')
three room apartment ln rear—
liW
toilet, lights, water, shed and small
age; price reasonable.
ano. T. W. HAKALA. cellar, both completely furnished. Two
7 Columbia Ave city._________ 104*106 eight foot plate glass windows. Fine
JERSEY heifer for sale, freshened place for large or small business, at $6
Mav 27 Call after 6 p. m. IRVINE M week V F STUDLEY. 283 Main St..
101-tf
LEACH. South Union.
103*105 Tel 1154 or 330
LARGE pleasant room to let with
MEADOW grass and hay for sale,
cheap; 5 h.p. Bull Dog engine; 5 h. p. lavatory, bath on same floor. Centrally
single phase electric motor; platform located Write "R H.B " care The Cou105-tf
scales, draw
ton.
SIMONTON. •!er-Gazette
Meadow St . Rockville.
104-106
FURNISHED apartments $3 50 to $6
GUERNSEY cows for sale; 3 and 4 per week V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main
year olds; recently new-mllch; reason St.. Tel. 1154 or Foss House. 77 Park
105-tf
able price; Hampshire Ram; very heavy St Tel XW
build: readv for service. ROSE HILL
FURNTSHED downstair apartment to
FARM. Tel 292-R.
103-108 let. 25 JORTH MAIN ST., Tel. .SSC-M.
105-•(
CABIN cruiser for sale. 30x9. comfort
able quarters, good condition, very
FTVE-room apartment to let. ALICE
able, equipped. 4-40 Gray engine. 14 FULLER. 25 Linden St.. Tel. 105-J. 105-tf
Spruce St.. HALLOWELL.
95-tf
ROOMS to let Applv at MRS FIX3RA
COLLINS. 15 Grove St.
105-tf
FOUR room apartment to let. ail
modern
Apply at CAMDEN and
ROCKLAND WATER CO Tel. 634
FOR ONLY ONE WEEK!
105-tf

tfCtUOHS SHtKWIH-WlUIAMS

ENAMELOID

! MISCELLANEOUS I

$.49°

USED shot guns, rifles and small
arms bought and sold for cash. RALPH
E_'—TT. 436 Ma.-1 St., city.
195-1IC
MEN old at 40! Get renewed strength
New Ostrex Tonic Tablets contain raw
oyster lnvtgorators and other stimul
ants. Value $1.25, Introductory price
$1. Call, write C. H. MOORE * CO..
Rockland
107*108
GOOD Inspirational advice Spiritual
Reading. Questons answered; 25c and
I stamp. GEO. JONES. Dlxmont. Me
________________________________105*107
WE are prepared to make your wool
Into yarn. Write for prices. Also yarn
for sale. H. A. BARTLETT, Harmony.
Maine.___________
104-115
MEDIUM readings by appointment
only TEL 1092-W....................... 101-106
FOR housewiring
and electrical
maintenance, call EDWARD MERRILL,
Eb I Ileal Contractor. Ingraham Hill.
Tel 784. Rockland._____________ 101-106
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
and delivered. Tel 791, CRIE HARDWARE CO, Rockland.___________ 105-tf
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mail orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J

SLOSS ENAMEL
Makci furniture, walls,
woodwork sparkle with
solor. Quick-drying-jne coat covers solid.
Choice of 16 sparkling
:olors. Come in today!

Bring this ad with you.

GLOVER’S
100&106
HERWIN-WlLLIAMS PAINT

105-«

Page SevefI
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Erery-Other-Day

®SOC* ETY

A Brilliant Close
HOUSECLEANING ABOARD SHIP
Boat Barn Concert In
Rockport End With Hos
By Pauline Ricker

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
16 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

pital Benefit

Rockland Breakwater, Aug. 28—
The summer musical season,
Louise Hunter Windsor, formerly of
Now Showing a Carefully Selected
Miss Dorothy Parker, former
the Metropolitan Opera was the which has been most auspicious,
faculty member and highly success
guest artist at tonight’s concert.
Assortment of
came to a brilliant close Tuesday
ful dramatic coach of Rockland
Winners
in
the
Knickers
Tourna

night
in
the
concert
given
at
the
High School, leaves tonight for
ment were Clayton Wall, Frederick Capt. Eells' Boat Barn, Rockport,
Northampton. Mass., scene of her
Stanger. Earle Anderson, Howard for the benefit of Camden Com
future teaching activities. She has
Hoff. Dr. Joseph Beardwood. Win munity Hospital. A capacity audi
been the guest of Sheriff and Mrs.
At New Low Price Levels
ning the putting match were Mrs. ence containing many notable mu
C. Earle Ludwick for several days.
Joseph Beardwood. Ted Bierce. Miss sicians and well known figures from
We advise an early visit to our shop
Deborah Beardwcqjl, Master Joseph the summer colonies, as well as
Mr. and Mrs. Arau Metcalf of
Beardwood
and
Mr.
Gilkey.
Rutland, Vt„ have leased the Ed
several representative music lovers
SUMMER VISITORS
We will be pleased to show you the line
ward Gonia cottage at Crescent
The Constellation. Herbert Sears’ from this section, paid earnest trib
Beach for the month of Spetember.
At the height of the summer
yacht is anchored off the Break ute to the artists—Lea Luboshutz,
Mr. Metcalf is a district represen
season there are many visitors in
violin. Edith Evans Braun, pianist.
water.
tative of the Tydol Company.
Rockland and vicinity, and The
Felix Salmond, 'cellist, Boris Gold
Arrivals include Mr. and Mrs. An
NEW FALL CLOTH COATS
Courier-Gazette is very glad to
ovsky, pianist, and The Curtis
drew H. Nutting, and daughter,
Mr. and Kirs. Fred Rackliff of
chronicle them. To this end will
String Quartet (Jascha Brodsky
Robert Brock, New York; Mr.
Arriving Daily
Worcester, Mas-., are guests of
you kindly send the names of
and Charles Jaffe, violins. Max Arand
Mrs.
Andrew
P.
Walker.
Man

friends in Thomaston. Mr. Rack
your guests to this office, or noti
cnoff. viola. Orlando Cole, 'cello).
chester. Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Bretliff is a former resident of this
These coats are distinctive and
fy Mrs. Warren C. Noyes, 38
The program:
ney.
Jacksonville;
H.
L.
Sawyer,
New
city.
'
Orange street, telephone 873-R.
Quartet in A major, opus 18.
London; Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Claisse,'
No 5.
Beethoven
refreshingly new
We will greatly appreciate it.
Allegro
Brooklyn; Mr. and Mrs. H. Law
Miss Mabel Spring is moving into
Menuetto
Andante con variazionl
rence. Grange. Mrs. Charles F.
the Frank Fuller apartment on Tal
94 tf
Allegro
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Ladd of
At sea on a cool tropic night, the open-air bar overlooking the ship’s
bot avenue. Miss Spring plans to pool, aboard the Grace Line's “Santa Rosa,” is gay and romantic under a Gummy. Miss Elizabeth A. Gum
Curtis String Quartet
New York, who have been vacation
Sona'a for Violin and Plano.
Franck
make this her permanent home, Caribbean moon. But when the “Santa Rosa” is in port, the bar is a hodge my, Philadelphia.
Allegretto Ben Moderate
ing for a week at Lake Megunticook.
Allegro
having retired from her school work podge of canvas, piled-up chairs, paint, and workmen who are refurbishing
Rockland Breakwater, Aug. 29—
are spending this week with Mr.
Resltatlvo— Fantasia
in Massachusetts.
the bar for the next group of light-hearted voyagers.
“Don't Wake Me Up, Let Me Dream 44
Allegretto poco mosso
Joseph Steele entertained his three
Ladd's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wal
Mme Luboshutoi and
guests on a sailing party this morn
Mr Goldovsky
ter Ladd. They have as guest, Wil
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Woolley and
Quintet In A major, opus 114
ENG AG EMENT ANNOUNCED
ing.
liam Meyers of New York city.
(The Trout),
Schubert
son Stewart have returned to their
Allegro vivace
Mrs. Frank Hamilton, Frank
home in Mt. Vernon. New York,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold A. Gleason
------Andante
Hamilton Jr , and George Hamil
Mrs. E. C Keniston of Campton. after spending the summer at their
Scherzo
of Arlington. Mass., have announced Ferns Are God-given TreasAndantlno con variazionl
ton went to Lakewood Theatre to
N. H.. is visiting her daughter, Mrs. cottage at Pleasant Beach.
Allegro Giusto
the engagement of their daughter.
ure£ wh;ch Everybody
Mrs Braun. Mr Salmond,
day.
P. P. Bicknell.
Evelyn Gleason of Poughkeepsie, N.
and The Quartet
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike Y„ to Charles Bartlett Rawson, son j
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Farnham mo
Should Appreciate
The
quartet
in its series this
Members of W.I.N. Club motored arc the guests of'’ Mr. and Mrs.
tored to Waldoboro to attend a
of Mrs. Edmund Grindal Rawson
“ „
summer has shown that it possesses
to Spruce Head Thursday night and Charles R. Coombs at Tilden Pond, and the late Dr. Rawson of Ard- Editcr of 1116 Courier-Gazette:special English movie.
v.tal understanding of the Beethoven
had dinner at Rockledge Inn.
Belmont.
more, Pa.
i With permission of the editor of
Mrs. Stanley Buck, Mr. and Mrs. quartets, and it was a welcome an
Miss Gleason graduated from this paper I am using a verse he J. B. Throckmorton, and Mrs. E. L. nouncement that the group would
Mrs. Ada F. Moody, who for three
Miss Anna Coughlin has returned
University
of Maine, and the wrote and added to a song entitled Berry left today after spending j do another cn the concert program
from Vinal Haven, where she visit weeks was a surgical patient at Prince School of Boston, an affilia
“Flowers, Wildwood Flowers" that seme time at The Samoset Mr. and i of Aug. 30. Again this sensitive unKnox Hospital, returned home
ed Mrs. Jeanette Johnson.
Mrs. W. H. Koop of Essex Fells, who J derstanding was displayed, their
tion of Simmons College. She is
Tuesday.
was a favorite of that rare and de
have been guests here for three work glowing in tonal beauty and
a
member
of
Phi
Beta
Kappa,
Phi
Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Thornton
lightful music master James Wight, weeks left for Moosehead Lake
Kappa
Phi.
All
Maine
Women,
and
delicate phrasing. This quartet is
Mrs.
Alice
Gregory
and
daughter
and children have returned to West
who had requested him to do so. where their daughter, Miss Doro chiefly remarkable for its lovely
Newton. Mass., after spending the Mrs. Monira G. Blodgett returned of the sorority Alpha Omicrom Pi.
Mr. Wight cultivated with music, thy Koop will join them for a motor Andante and set of variations on
month of August at the Flint cot yesterday to their Somerville, Mass, .Since her graduation from the
the beautiful theme which has all
home following a summer at Glen Prmce School Miss Gleason has birds and flowers and was a great trip through the Gaspe.
tage. Holiday Beach.
been the Educational Director cf lover of trees and all the interest
Arriving this morning were Mr. the natural feeling of a genuine
Cove.
Lucky, Platt & Company in Pough
and Mrs. A. J. Houch. Allwood. N. J. folk song. The first variation is
Miss Carrie A. Barnard who has
ing growth found in woodsy dells.
Lieut. Commander and Mrs. R. C. keepsie.
and Mrs. E. C. Bolles, Haverford, Fugato, the second has sparkling
been a guest at The Copper Kettle
the cool and dewy grotto
Mr. Raw’son graduated from the In
triplets for the first violin, the third
Penn.
the past week, returned yesterday Jewell and daughter Jerry Page,
Wher? the fairies love to dwell.
have returned from a two weeks' Hill School. Pottstown, Penn., and Ihe white anemone makes Its bed
woodland
murmurs whilst the 'cello
to Medford Hillside.
Rockland
Breakwater,
Aug.
30
—
.
„ Vlole-. modestly lifts Its head,
When the humidity is high ashore, or the thermometer flirts with zero,
trip to Decatur, Ill., where Mr. Jew from Princeton University where he . O|0rtou« fringe Of the gentian.
A beefsteak picnic was held on the and viola occupy themselves with there’s only one way to solve the difficulty, according to this seaman
was
a
member
of
Cloister.
He
is
a
pissed
by
the
fragrant
air
—
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Breen and ell's father has been a hospital pa
beach for the children at The Samo the melody. The fourth is organ- aboard the Grace Line's “Santa Lucia.” He just stretches out on the
Fonds of fonts and mosses so rare.
First Lieutenant in the Reserve Of- , Ferns end moees so rare,
Miss Bernice Tibbetts of Augusta, tient.
set this noon. In the party were like in treatment, and the final one
sunny side of the ship and takes a nap.
fleers Training Corps, and is asso- ;
f^werawere dinner guests Thursday of
Deborah Beardwood. Joseph Beard starting on a boisterous scamper
Miss Mary Alice Jones of Middle- ciated with the Chilton Publishing Swcet. Wildwood flowers.
iMrs. Breen's sister, Mrs. Walter
wood. Jane and Shirley Scott. Henry heme ends in a dreamy meditation into the larger aspect of the ton.
town. Conn., and Miss Carrie Sher- Company, Philadelphia.
GLEN COVE
Prescott.
Almost every home or garden has Windsor, 3rd, William Windsor and inclining toward the melancholy.
riffs were recent guests of Mr. and
No date has been announced for one cr more varieties of fern, which Richard Collins.
The Finale resembles Mozart. It is picture.
Mrs. E B. Clifford of South Mrs. Ralph P. Conant.
the wedding.
of interest to know that the Curt's
Yet the strings always Tctain
Mrs. W. J. Sloane left this morn
speaks well for their love of our
Maurice F. Gregory of Lancaster.
Paris, Mrs Linnie Herick of Los
String Quartet is to present all of their characteristic range and tone,
ing for the mountains after making
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Hall and
Mass., was guest last weekend cf
Angeles, and Mrs. Zoie Clifford and
Mrs. Herbert Philbrook. who has Gcd-given treasures. We have a
Beethoven's 16 quartets in a series full of skill and technique. The
his mother and stater, who accom
Mrs. Grace Ragg of Dedham. Mass., two sons of New London. Conn., been spending the summer with great variety of ferns in our woods her annual visit at The Samoset.
at Newark. N. J., this fall.
Arrivals include Mr. and Mrs.
quintet which Mrs. Braun. Mr Sal panied him on return Friday, going
have been recent guests at the were guests Wednesday of Mr. Hall's Mrs Electa Philbrook and Mrs. Ru and bypaths. We should cultivate
Keen interest centered in the ap
Robert L. Raymond. Milton; J. D.
aunt, Mrs. Ellen Conant.
to West Somerville. Mass.
home of Mrs. F. M. Clifford.
dolph Gilley, has joined her hus an acquaintance with at least a
pearance of Mme. Luboshutz and mond, and Mr. Brodsky, Mr. ArDilworth. Mrs. H. K. McHarg. Jr.,
band in Boston. While here she dozen or more.. They give distinc
Pencbscot View Orange had a
her son. Mr. Goldovsky, as this was noff and Mr. Cole of the Curtis
Mrs. Robert Snow is the guest of
Salem. N. J.
Mrs. A. M. Wilcox of Brookline,
was
guest
of
honor
at
many
social
Quartet
played,
has
become
famous
large
attendance at Ils latest meettheir
only
concertizing
this
sum

tion to any garden or for inside.
N. Y„ is visiting her sister, Mrs. her daughter Miss Constance C
affairs.
under
the
name
of
“
Forellenquintet
”
A
'^cial entertainment Is bemer.
Mme.
Luboshutz,
handsomely
Ferns
help
retain
moisture
in
soil
Snow in Boston for a few days.
Annie O'Brien.
BURKETTVILLE
, ing planned for Boaster Night. Sept,
gowned in an accordion pleated gold
and give impressive background for
because Schubert used the theme of
of tWs Oran?(t
Mr. and Mrs. John Venskus (Lucrepe, with a brief touch of vivid
Mr and Mrs. P. P. Bicknell en
Miss Margaret Gulesan of Dor
cille Rankin) were recent guests cf, 01a li'P a>
thc
song
“
Die
Forelle"
(The
Troute
wil
,
attcnd
th
c
Pomona
meeting
Republican
rally
in
Washington
green on one shoulder, displayed
tertained at a family dinner party
We are told there are more than
chester, Mass. and Mrs. Mary GayJ0 at North Haven.
Thursday night at their home on her parents, Mr. and Mrs. K C. 3C00 varieties known and named. next Tuesday night. H. C. Buz2el! the dignity in bearing that has made for one movement. Something of
kan of Dedham. Mass., are guests of
returning from a motor
and Alan L. Bird speakers.
her a notable figure on the concert the rustic mood has passed over
Beech street. The guests were Mrs Rankin,
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Coombs or
to St. Francis and Presque;
^ow m every country ani
Mrs. F M. Clifford for two weeks.
stage.
It is difficult to express just into the other movements as well. Philadelphia have returned home
W. S. Keniston and Frederick Ken- trip
especially love a warm moist climate.
what the impression is of the Sonata It was written in the country and after ten days' visit w.th Lieut. Col
In seme countries they are used
Members of Lady Knox Chapter iston of Cincinnati, Ohio. Mr. and i Is'e—it is so complicated and unusual It exhales the very odor of Natui" and Mrs. Coombs who are summer
Mira Sadie Marcus of this city ] lor food in times of scarcity. Some
D A.R will hold a picnic Tuesday at Mrs. A. B. Cooper and Mrs. E. C
i
that
more than one hearing is neces It is an unassuming piece which is ing at the Hall homestead.
the home of Mrs. H. P. Blodgett at Keniston of New Hampshire
was a guest at the Oatcs-Carpentt r i types are used in basketry and hats,
sary to become acquainted with its played often, because it is a frateful
wedding yesterday at North Haven. I Some species arc used for addiSpruce Head
Luncheon at 1
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Davis and
structure.
Bewildering, exciting, task and is easily impressive. Schu
making the trip by plane.
j t^nal purposes and some have an
o'clock. Members are asked to take
son of Newton. Mass., have been
bert
lets
the
stream
of
music
flow
cxhilerating, may be included in de
_____
aromatic value used with oils for
their own dishes.
calling on relatives and friends her'’.
scriptive adjectives, for these ele on, freely yielding to chance
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Mehejau perfume.
thoughts
and
thc
play
of
imagina

ments were present in a large deMrs Horace F Chase of New Ha
The beautiful wood and roadside
of New York city and Mr. and Mrs.
I gree. Mm. Luboshutz displayed the tion, and his masterly technique en
ven Conn., and Mrs. George Everett
Lewis Koller of Philadelphia have brakes used in garden cultivation
| splendid rich tone which gives almost ables him to shift tho tones to thc
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
and Mrs. Rufus Ayer of Bangor, j
returned heme after a season s stay grow to great size. Whoever has
J a masculine touch to her work— five instruments without muer.
have been reoent guests of Mrs
at Harbor View Tea Room. They j been fortunate enough to hear the
DOES
| there is such surety, such sturdiness. subtlety or pedantry. 'Die “trcul"
were delighted with the scenery and gentle whir of a frond as it unfolds
Horatio Cowan.
I yet not lacking in shading and col- theme appears in thc set of vari
have returned much enthused at ! gets an extra dividend for his walk
«e TfH
| or. Mr. Goldovsky showed that he ations.
Mr. and Mrs Earle E. Reiner and j
their first vacation in this vicinity. [ ln woodsy paths.
The group pftiyed the Quintet ason Buddy, Mrs. Mildred Lamont
is
a
consummate
artist,
and
if
at
A few varieties are: The Royal
and son Jack of Philadelphia and j
j times it seemed that the piano cov- if inspired—Mrs. Braun displayed
Miss Ruth Rhodes cf Newtonvillc. fern with the delicate pink and pale
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bowely of j
| cred the violin, the smallness of the that subtlety which has set her
Maas., is the weekend and holiday yellow are a joyous bit of rare wood s
apart as peculiarly adapted fcr this
Rockland, are spending a week with
room may have had something to
guest cf Miss Marion Ludwick.
beauty as is the fragile bladder
type of music, and always was pr sdo
with
this
effect.
Mr and Mrs. Kai! B. Ross at Oak
ferns and the ostrich fern with its
ent that perfect balance and blcn IMr. and Mrs. A J. Bird enter lengthy stem. The crested fern
Wc find that until the appear
side Dairy.
lng which at times marie all the
tained Mayor and Mrs. Veazie and with its peculiar formation gives
ance of Cesar Franck, the opera
instruments seem one. Mr Braun
Miss Beulah Babb and Miss Doris
Mr. and Mrs. Carl O. Nelson and this variety distinction.
dominated, not only the entire
handsome in silver gray which i so
James, who have been visiting rela
daughter Greta at dinner last night
musical life of the nation, but even
The golden fern grows to huge ■
becoming to her. was presented with
tives in Rockland and vicinity for |
at Old Acres, South Thomaston.
the
course
of
instruction
at
the
size while the sweet little Poly pody ,
flowers as was also Mme. Luboshutz
two weeks, have returned to Lowell,
j Paris Conservatory where he was
ferns and boulder ferns are quite '
Dr. C. Harold Jameson speaking
LINCOLN COUNTY JURORS
Mass.
an
important
figure.
His
classes
at
likely grown for the fairies to cnJ the Conservatory became the train- for the directors of thc Cimden
Jurors have been drawn for the jcy in th!ir dclicatc sma11 loveliness
Community Hospital expressed ap
Mrs. Louise Ingraham, Mrs. Fan
| ing school of composers, whom the
November term of Superior Court The evergreen fern of which
preciation to the artists for their
nie Pinkham, Mrs. Cora Richards
master grounded upon the solid
In Lincoln County. The list fol Thcreau said, “Even in them I feel
generous get ture ln making the con
and Mrs. Evelyn Crockett, enter
foundations of Bach and Beethoven.
an argument for immortality.'' The
lows;
cert passible and to thc capacity
tained 40 members and one guest
Among his pupils were such figures
Grand Jurors: Frank A Bean. lovely Boston fern whose sproy.>
audience which must have been the
of Opportunity Class Thursday night
as d'lndy, Chausson, Lekeu. Pierne,
Printed Stationery
Wiscasset: F. L. Castle, Jefferson; sometimes grow’ over a yard in
means of a tidy sum being turned |
at Mrs. Ingraham's heme on Lind
Vidal, and a host of others who have
length,
the
charming
and
feathery
Lawrence Cutts, Arthur E. Delano,
into thc hospital fund.
sey street. Mrs. Elizabeth William
You’ll go "cinematic" when you
contributed toward the establish
Boothbay Harbor; Clayton Dodge. carrot fern and the fascinating
—Gladys St. Clair Heistad.
use RYTEX CINEMA printed
son gave the Scripture reading and
ment of a school of modern French
maiden
hair
fern
arc
all
good
for
Stationery
.
.
.
the
favorite
staBoothbay; Newman Felt. Whitecircle prayer was offered. A col
instrumental music worthy of con
ticin.v of the actors, actresses,
field; Richard Fossett. Bristol: j hcmc decoration and the Christmas
lection was taken for the Class Mis
pioducers, wi iters and social
sideration. The Sonata played in
fern
can
be
brought
from
the
woods
Charles E. Greenlaw, Waldoboro;
sionary. The visiting committee for
Monday-T uesday
the program was composed in 1886.
to cheer us all during the winter. leaders.
Scott
Gray.
Southport;
Clarence
M.
September, includes Mrs Cora Pen
You’ll like its “hand made”
Schubert's chamber music must
Hunt, Newcastle; Morton Lucier, "Ah. who can fear the winter stern,
dleton and Mrs. Elvie Wooster, the
appearance ... its deckled sheets
be ranked among the very best of
while we have the Christmas fern.'
Damariscotta;
Herbert
Loud.
Bris

and envelopes . . . its smooth
callers for the month of August re
their kind in all musical literature.
Tlie common bracken is the most
tol; Leverett L. Mank. Waldoboro;
w riting surface ... its low price.
porting 118 calls.
Mrs. Clara
He does not try to give his chamabundant
of
the
ferns
of
this
counVernon McFarland. South Bristol;
of
Emery, Miss Edwina Jipson and
1 ber music an orchestral character,
try and we all know’ the cinnamon
September
Only
George
Oliver,
Nobleboro;
John
A.
Mrs. Louise Ingraham were ap
yet he attains a marvelous variety
Rines Waldoboro; Dennis Roberts. fern—very coarse but stately and
pointed a nominating committee.
I of beautiful tonal effects. His flow
100 SHEETS
grows in masses. It is the first io
Bocthbay;
Chester
Sweet,
BoothSept. 22 was the date selected for
of melody Is spantoneous, Incessant.
appear In the spring to make u»
100 ENVELOPES
bay Harbor.
the Class birthday party for mem
He frequently shows how a melody
sure that life is continuous and
Traverse
jurors:
Herman
D.
bers and their families, the pro
may be created which can wondcrplanned
by
the
Great
Creator.
Bailey, Whitefield; Harold M.
gram chairman to be Mrs. Helene
| fully charm us, even apart from
The roots of this variety are of
Bailey,
Wiscasset;
W.
H.
Banks,
McKinney. Refreshments will be
the harmonic accompaniment which
Jefferson; Harold Bickford. Dres heavy texture and look like shoe
ln charge of Mrs. Laurel Hender
naturally goes with it and enbrushes.
A
fascinating
study
are
den; O-born Brewer. Southport;
Postage 15o Extra
son. A social time followed routine
rishes it.
the ferns.
William
Browm,
Bristol;
Wilbur
business with Mrs. Clara Gregory
Printed with your Name and
One biographer of Schubert has
I
hope
I
have
said
just
enough
Chapman, Boothbay: Harry N. Da
Addre s on Sheets and Envelope!
superintending the games and
said that his chamber music exto
put
into
your
thoughts
another
vis,
Boothbaby
Harbor;
Wilder
T.
.
.
.
Blue,
Black,
Brown
or
Red
guessing contests.
Mrs. Clara
Ink.
Delightfully smart colors ' hausts every possibility of this form
Dodge, Newcastle; Thurlow F of cur valuabe treasures from the
Emery had the most correct an
of paper . . . Studio brown . . .
of instrumentation. Whenever the
wildwcod.
K.
3.
F,
Flagg.
Nobleboro;
Edward
Laugh

TODAY—ROY ROGFRS in
swers The photo contest afforded 310 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Camera blue . . . Film grey.*
piano is added, he knows how to
Rockland, Sept. 1.
“UNDER WESTERN STARS”
ton.
Bristol;
Albion
Pinkham.
Edgefun galore and refreshments were
Fee heme cr school, or for - produce a contrast to the strings
comb; Beatrice Morey, Damariscot
served.
gifts.
Oa sale for September
with the surety of a genius; he unXPFRT FITTERS'IN ATTENDANT ta: Mildred Robertson, Waldoboro;
RAZORVILLE
Only!
! demands how to develop each acGeorge
M.
Reed.
Boothbay
Harbor;
Rockland
Tel. 892
Sheldon's bus will leave Blais- ■OLLY PRESTON
Republican rally in Washington1
I centuation. each passage of the In3 A k I C LIME
Shows—Mjit. 2. Evg. 6.45, 8.45.
Frances N. Smith, South Bristol;
riell's Drug Store at 8 a. m. Labor
. truments, iso that the strings are
Continuous Sat. 2.15 to 10.45
Roger Smith. Boothbay; Colby Wal next Tuesday night. H. C. Buzzell
Day for Old Orchard, $150 round
I
not
only
supplemented
but
woven
and
Alan
L.
Bird
speakers.
lace. Waldoboro.
trip.—adv,
i

FINE FURS

In Home Or Garden

RYTEX

CINEMA

POUV PRE5I0NS

tre the A B C foot
Comfort t Beauty

$1.00

BLACKINGTON’S
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An Old Directory
(Continued from Page One)

CUSHING

Fine Ship Models

The Exhibit In Thomaston
Ranged From 15th Cen
Palmer. Minnie E„ h 78 Park.
Palmer. Wm. H. laborer, h 90 Main.
tury To Present Day

THE LYRIC MUSE

Since the return of Prof, and;
Mrs. Tanner their new outboard
motoiboat “Triton” has been promi
nent among the fine craft at the j
cove.
William Hendrickson and son
Ralp. Capt. James Chadwick and
son Capt. Leon Chadwick called
Sunday on Mrs. Melvina Crawford
who is under the care of a nurse.
Mrs. Crawford has passed her 98th
birthday and Capt. Chadwick car
ries well his 89 years.
Dr. Bernard Judovlich Dr. Nobel
and guests made a deep sea trip
with Capt. Horton recently and
found the denizens of the sea will
ing captors.
Dr. Rollin H. Tanner, professor
of education and classics at New|
York University who has been on
a trip to New York, returned re
cently, accompanied by Mrs. Tan
ner and Bishop and Mrs. W. Straehler of New York.
Mrs. Emily Counce, son Sidney.
Mrs. Edna Ellis and Mrs. Mildred
Ela of North Anson were recent
callers on Mrs. Inez Fogerty.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Phypers and
sister Miss Nancy McKinley who
have been guests of their aunt
Miss Frances S. Phypers have re
turned to East Cleveland. Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Donigan,
daughter Miss Mary and son
John are at their attractive "House
on the Ledge" for the season.
Mr. and Mrs William Hendrick
son and son Ralph are for two weeks
enjoying the boating, bathing, and
tang of the sea breeze here before
returning to West Gloucester.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rodenhuis and
son David of West Roxbury. Mass
who have been guests of Mrs. Esther
Payson the past week returned
home Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Dana Payson of
Southport are guests of their
daughter Ms. Lavaughn Cederstrom at the C. H Freeman home
Miss Clarice Jones of Stoneham.
Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
N. W. Fogerty.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Holbrook of
Roslindale, Mass., were visitors
Sunday at the home of friends in

People and Spots in the Late News

NEEDS NO COM
PASS NOW . . .
The exhibit of ship models which
Douglas P,
(“Wrong Way")
has been held throughout the week
Corrigan, famed for
at “Montpelier,” Thomaston, has |
Publication Limited to Brief
California - bound
created widespread interest. Those
Poems
solo hop to Ireland,
of
Original
Composition
rode straight into
1 in charge have felt amply repaid;
hearts of admirers
By Subscribers
for
tlme and jabor in assem- '
as
city after city
, b[ing the couecuon The models
turned out with
cheers. Photo shows
range from the vessels of the 15th I
A BUSINESS CALL
Parmalee. Hattie L ..dressmaker, h
Corrigan swamped
century
to
those
of
the
present
day.
[
|
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202 Main.
in New York turn
Butterfly on thistle
Representing the 15th century are
out.
Parmalee, Lizzie C.. bookkeeper. W.
Humming bird on rose.
models of a Caravel and of the |
C. Hewett & Co., h 202 Main.
Bumble bee on marigold.
Moth miller on our clothes!
Parmenter Geo. D.. manager Bos "Santa Maria' with ito graceful |
ton Shoe Store, h 100 Union.
sails carved from wood.- Of his- j
All are out for business.
Filled with hunger's need
Partridge John F„ painter, h 10 torical interest was the "Fly.” a (
What's the use of worrying
Rockland.
What's thia life indeed.
Pinkie snip
ship wiwi
with iiign
high pvmwu
pointed cw...
stern
—
..
ir-insie
If It's prey on something
Patterson. Mrs. Ella M . h over 305
, . „ . ,
D
.I
Main
commanded by Capt. John Perry of
Makes the world go round?
Life ls such a whlrlaglg
Patterson. Ferdinand F., master the Revolutionary period, and
Of who's the first to found
A
huge fantastic eating spa
mariner, h 2 Pine.
| another model of the same type. A
For man and beast, and bug.
Patterson. Leroy D.. drug clerk. 322 beautiful model of the Heeltapper
And settle all our wandering
Well covered by the law.
Main, h over 305 Main.
schooner “Hannah’’ of Marblehead
K. S F
DOUBLE GLAMOUR . . . Two
Pa'terson. R. I., carpenter, h 27 commlssloned by Gen. George
Rockland
Gingers are better than one,
Pavson. Bessie L„ student, h 7 Washington Sept 2. 1775 as the j
RRRR
as any Rogers fan will agree,
so the blonde star displays her
I first war vessel of the American
Pleasant.
A TOURISTS REFLECTION
TAKE YOUR CHOICE ... From
latest hostess gown in strik
Payson, Mrs, Caroline, widow. h Navy was an object of much interabove or below it’ll be torpedoes
I For The Courler-Oazette!
ingly
modern
mirror-glass
7 Pleasant.
in “next war’’ if British planes
est. Of course the War of 1813 Vermont with her rich verdant
dressing room in her new Hol
Payson. Edward iC., lawyer 320 Main
meadows
and subs, like this pair, return
lywood home. Gown is white
means the "Constitution" of which
h 85 Granite.
____________
__________
And mountains_green
towering above.
ing from maneuvers off Gosport,
taffeta decorated with poppies
Pavson. E. Edwin, t Mowry & Pay- there was a large one and a small j Her maples adorning the roadsid
England, go into action should
and daisiiA.
--------->
son) h 84 Rankin
’
—
-------------------—• I Vermont is a state that I love.
wars in Spain, China or Siberia
one. The Mexican War period was
Payson. Emma L., clerk, h 7 Pleas represented by the Sloop-of-War An^ Ma.n^wU^.vere ^djorreu
involve British Empire.
What our lightkeepers and
ant.
Her lakes and her Islands, her shore
Payson, Florence M.. clerk, h 7 “Dolphin.”
coastguardsmen are doing to
line—
Pleasant.
The Clipper ship era was repreprotect coastwise shipping by
Old Maine ls a state I admire.
Payson.
Frank
L..
driver,
h
153
d
b
.
The
Oreat
Republic
”
day and by night. The day's
New Hampshire with mountains and
Plc&s&nt
*
*
seashore
news from many lonely outposts
Peabody. Jason T„ painter, h Old whose many sails were carved from
love and admire, you know.
wood with a jack-knife. "The Red InI spite
County road.
along Maine's waterfront.
ol that yellow streak also
Peabcdy, Leon I., bookkeeper. Old Jacket." "Sovereign of the Sea" and
You see there wherever you go
County ,road.
A M Watts
two models of "The Flying Cloud.”
Jamaica. Vt.
“OLD SKIPPER
Pearsons. Henry, h 38 Pleasant.
Of
particular
interest
to
local
R R RR
TENNESSEE BOSS WINS
He sits by the hearth ln an old arm Persons. Frank T.. advertising spechalr
•
ciallst, h 38 Pleasant
people was the Johnny-wood-boat
TEST .. . Edward H. Crump,
PLOWING
Smoking his pipe ol c«ay.
i Pease. Chester S. prop. Hotel
h its
^w; thls was used'
political chief of Memphis,
CU . Mlllnv shins on the .even seas
|
For
The
Courier-Gaze.
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Tenn., shown voting, was
I Claremont cor Clarcmcnt arid
As he did ln his younger days.
in bringing wood from Nova Scotia We had a horse to work the (arm
power behind machine that
He sailed the seas ln an old Barcanteen _ .uasonic.
He
was
gentle,
good
and
kind.
Hr name was the
"Homeward Pease. Fred, quarryman. h 15 Rock- and New Brunswick.
brought Democratic primary
Until, but this we did not know—
Bound"
land.
victory to Tom Stewart over
A plow was dragged behind.
No exhibit would be complete
M^ned with a crew that knew- no fear FeaSe Wnl p cigar maker. h 5
U. S. Sen. George Berry and
They sailed the world around.
, pOgg
without the coasters and the sail We hitched old DoMtZn to the plow
to Prentice Cooper over Gov.
With chains all fastened tight.
ing
vessels.
Beautiful
models
of
the
Gordon Browning. - ■
Gone for months and years at a ime
Peck. Chandler E„ master mariner,
And looked It over carefully
Sailing with every storm that blew
h 17 Grove.
five-masters "Harwood Palmer" and
To see If all was right.
That gallant "captain" hardy and Feclc
student, h 17 Grove
"A G Ropes.' both built in Bath, That horse heaved forth wtth mighty
strong
I Peck. Lucy M.. music teacher, h 17
Guided his ship safely through
lunge
featured
this group. The "A. G
He knew the ir.’anl: ; (rf Ir.
Grove
, .
. __', I Which nearly took our breath.
He suffered exposure and pain
Penarsky. Elech, peddler, h 59 Ran Ropes' was unusual because of the And broke forth into such a run
Standing at the wheel, her masts would
It scared us most to death..
kin.
fact that it was commanded
crack
And her sa'ls would tear In he rain. Pendleton. Chas. H.. apothecary. 606 throughout its career by Capt. H. Slow up" I heard In anguished tones;
'is Pi
Main, h upper Camden.
„
.
..
"Slow up. I can": hold on"
D. Rivers of Thomaston. It was1 -I could
- - not answer, not a word
All that ls past and ls over now
Pendleton.
Clarence
A
.
student,
h
WARS
ON HIDDEN TAXES ... Food
(Miami Newt Service,
Ela ship and crew have gone
Because my breath was gone.
upper Camden.
sold in 19C6 for a barge. The "Al
costs are increased 20 per cent by
Alone with hts dream he lingers
Pendleton. Mrs. Elizabeth R.. h 6 fred D. Snow" was built in Thomas- I wondered what was coming next
On life's fast-fading horizon
concealed taxes, Congressman Fred A.
N ICE BOATING! .. . Hoisting sail
Soon he will Join his shipmates again.
Cedar.•
And LUCU
then there
came a snoca.
shock.
Hartley, Jr., of New Jersey declared
*
• ion*? ki- rvrnt Cornual Wa.ttc Aua
vnere caine
to the trade winds that blow across
And command hts ship once more
Pendleton. Mrs. E. W.. widow, h 730 ton ln 1877
plow
hoping up and down
in announcing campaign to inform
Biscayne Bay, Miami, Fla., Natalie
And sail ln Ports he has never seen
&
Co.
This
vessel
was
lost
off
the
I
Had'
soundly
struck
a
rock.
I
town
'
Main.
public how these unseen levies lower
Allison keeps on an even "keel” as
Along Eternities' Golden Shore
)
■'
j
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Fogerty
Pendleton. Florence L.. h 6 Cedar. coast of Ireland with its crew.
buying power of every family.
<
'.The handles smacked Bob on the chin'
.
_. .
.
.
she tries out latest in windjammers. (Wide World)
Mrs. Jack Passes
The oresent dav era was reore«e dldnt SMm 10
and son Rlchard °f Roslindale'
I Written In memory of her grand Pendleton. Frank, cocper. h Bay
The present day e
P
I had no time to stop and see
, Mass have
visiting Miss Mina
father Edmund Hamlin—From the
View square.
August Fog Horn. |
But left him, e anatng there.
Pendleton Mrs. Helen M.. h 55 sented by a model of the U. S. DesI Woodcock the past week. They
Cedar.
troyer "Preston No. 327. the French
both shoes back tn the row
, left Monday for a tour through bating his golden wedding anmPortland Head
Pendleton. Mrs. Susan H„ h 54
B
°k«
ed
downsadly
andon
fllled
wlth
loam
liner Normandie” and a modem 1 „
My
hat
hung
one
ear
Malne before returning_, versar>'
Eastern__________
Mrs Hilt and Mrs. Sterling at- Beech,
And how i longed for home.
bome
| He is survived by his wife and
Wallace, kiln tender, h steam launch. With the renewed
tended Good Timers Club Wednes Pendleton.
.n.f.,1
<11
- I Mrs Alonzo Seavey remains in ill'
daughter Miss Lena M. Seavey.
interest in sailing boats no exhibit AtTnlMt
we ,eachftl
gtae -gardens length
2 Gay street place.
day when Mrs. Burrell entertained Perkins. Chas. M„ clerk.
I , _ _ ,------------------- By EARLt FERRIS . *
34 would be complete without models While Bob
— — — —4
wobbling down th. health and under tbe care of phyfuneral
services conducted by
at her cottage at Falmouth. A Granite.
of that type as well as row boats
slclan
Rev
'
W
'
E
'
Lewis
were
d«ld
Sunday
Perkins.
Clara
A.,
trained
nurse,
143
shore dinner was enjoyed.
1 the exposes of psychic phenomena
To say what he would eay
Maverick.
equipped with oars, row-locks and
Mrs, Sarah Seavey is guest at M»n>’ beautiful flowers were in eviwhich Hereward Carrington is pro
Wondering if the fog and rain p.€rk;ns James M.. master mariner, even painters.
A lump stood out udou his chin
viding.
Emerson Perkin's in Warren.
dence. among them being sprays
Quite
prominent
r.o
see
Tbursday morning was Just a
• • •
h 25 Mechanic.
Two models which aroused much I thought his eyes had. crossed a bit
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Rivers,
^om
The
Ladies'
Aid
of
Cushing
Perkins.
Sarah
F..
telephone
operasample for the month or was it just
John
Nesbitt,
originator and nar
As
he
glar.d
down
at
me
tnr h 7 Center
i enthusiasm among the visitors were
son I said, "this horse ran wild daughters Ernestine and Rita of,and Friendship and a lovely set
rator of the CBS "Passing Parade,”
a thin slice and we get a good junk
restaurant. James Welch. ' of the "Santa Maria' and the “Con- “My
He held that Iron bit"
was so Inspired at watching Alec
Washington were in town Sunday. Piece from East Friendship friends.
before the month ends?
prOp 30! Main.
I.stitution." These tiny models not Bob couldn't seem to say a word
Templeton in a recent recital that
Mr
and
Mrs.
Kenneth
Stemf
and
Bur
i
a
l
10
Norton
cemetery
There have been many visitors at Perkins.
H lravellng sales" more than four inches long were I thought he had a (IE
man h Wm
7 zvntar
he went out next day and bought a
daughter
of
Hartford
have
been
j
the
bea
’
ers
being
Carl
Fales.
Willie
man. h 7 Center.
But when at last he calmed a bit
piano. Although he can't even pick
the station the past week. One was
Ferring. Geo B. h 162 North Main made according to scale and acAnd sanity did reign.
out a tune with one finger, Nesbitt
a wonder, all the way from WashAda H milUner h no Main. curate in every detaU that of the We turned old Dobbin right around guests this week of Mrs. Ruth Rock- Bradford, Albert Orff and Ralph
is determined to take lessons.
Doe.
Then did It all again
j well at her Bird Point cottage.
Ington. D. C. wth his wife. He had Ferry. Albra T.. laborer, h West "Santa Maria" being enclosed in a
Rose B Hupper
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elliot and
no legs and got around by using | Meadow road.
Tenants Harbor
glass case while that of the "Con
two sons have returned to Thomas-1
his hands and arms in place of feet Ferr>'- A1‘ce E milliner, h 1.0 Main.
R R R R
stitution"
was
mounted
on
a
large
. ,
. .
J
,
Perry. Alton E. steward, h 8 Birch,
ton after several weeks’ visit at
and legs and he made it to the top perry, Annie D,. school teacher, h shell. All models were true to type
’ ISLAND CEMETERY
their Bird Point cottage.
of tower stairs.
|For The Courier-Gaze.te)
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and accurate in every way. The
“K” Recalls Passing of the
,
. ..
Mrs. Edna Warren has returned
Guests at the Keepers' homes the Ferry Bros. (Jarvis C„ Orin F. and amount of. time
This ls the place where I shall come,
spent and the
Benjamin
C.
Perry)
lime
manu

one day.
to Arlington. Mass., having passed
Steamers Frank Jones
past week were Mr. and Mrs. T. M
facturers and grocers, 1 Front.
delicacy of the work was the mar This place of rustling silences, and
.
shade, and llgls;.
a week at Harry Young's.
Robinson, son Laverne and friend perry, Benjamin C. (Perry Bros, vel and admiration of the
and Mt. Desert
Carlo De Angelo, veteran theatrical
many , with sunshine drifting golden through
and Mrs. Henry O. Robinson of
lime manufacturers 1 Front) h 9 admirers. The exhibitors were resi- To ^'^'“unud radiance .cross Leslie Ames and son of Man
director who has guided Leo Carrillo
and other great stage stars, calls
chester. Conn., are visitors at the, Editor of Thc Courier-Gazette —
East Rochester. N H.. Mrs. Clyde Warren.
the grass
_
. ,
., „ . , .
...
Perry, Benjamin C.. shipping clerk. dents of Rockland. Thomaston, I
Bess Johnson, above, “the most
Grant daughter Patricia and Mrs. John Blrd
h old County
home of Leon Ames.
j Qf course The Black Cat rememfacile, responsive actress I have ever
Camden. Warren and Tenants Har- These pines, whose dark height reaches
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Cowles
Rand of Cape Elizabeth. Mr. and
road
bor
'
heavenward.
directed.” Miss Johnson, directed by
1 bers how. long years ago, a good
Are strong and constant watchers for with their two sons and James
Mrs. W C. Dow. son Byron. Mrs. P»ry. Charles W teamster, h 62
De Angelo in "Hilltop House," Is.
Many paintings of ships, loaned
the peaceful dead
part of Rockland made nightly
Camden.
like him, thoroughly grounded In
Peck
Jr,
of
Woodbridge.
Conn,
are
William Griffin of Portland and Perry.
by residents of Thomaston, fur- wlth
** they ch“‘ u*e‘r
Cinnie, h 62 Camden.
her craft.
at
Saints
Refuge
for
two
weeks.
pilgrimage
to
Railroad
Aiharf
at
• • •
Arthur Harlow of South Portland, perry. Mrs. D Hannah, h 17 Beech, nished a beautiful background for Eternally before the altar of the sky.
Rev. and Mrs. Orville Duffield, the Southend tc watch the old
• • • •
Perry. E. Mont, grocer, 738 Main.
Don Ameche, vacationing in Europe,
the
models.
In
this
group
were:
“
L.
Through
this
deep
alienee
Goose Rocks
i h 54 Beech.
was stricken with appendicitis. His
now one wh(J
the Plint cottage the side-whceler. Frank Jones, make
Herbert Taft." “Lizzie B Willey.'
J” “^Xaln ... It cut, past month, returned Wednesday to L
Ellen M.. „h H6
8 Birch.
,andlng Tbat was inde€d 8 colleague on the big Sunday night
A. goodj North x,breeze today with a ' Perry
perry Mrs
E]i foreman
Main
show, Dorothy Lamour. was stricken Dave Elman, above, conductor of
“Gen. Knox.” "E Starr Jones,” "Althe quiet day.
I
. •
....
. _ ,
., And like a thin quick spear of silver Phoenixville, Pa.
touch of fall in the air Is Just a perry Elijah H.. la'oorer. h 151 Main . , _ _
just about the time Don was re “Hobby Lobby." finds all hobbyists
fred D. Snow,” "Harwood Palmer.”
flung.
M
,,
.
.. .
.
j 1 pastime which has long since
reminder of what is coming.
Perry, Ephraim, steam dye house,
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Street and H
covering. Just revealed is the wire interesting but discovers that not
"Fannie Palmer,” "William Singer," ; Transfixes minutes fast upon the wall
Don sent to Dorothy. It read: all of them are good mike material—
oi time.
i
The large yacht Vanden was in
5,8 ^?in' 34 Maverick.
two children of Woodbridge. Conn., passed away and now lies buried
.... Perry. Fred W, lime trimmer, h 25 “Ella Elliot" and and engraving of I
“Who started this anyway? Hope so he has to straighten them out tn
with
many
of
the
simpler
diver

Mrs.
Street's
mother,
Mrs.
Millsthe harbor last Saturday. Most of , Frederick.
innumerable private rehearsals be
you are the same. Good luck."
the seven-master "Thomas W. Law- Thl’ tanSi<eJ’1SSth. ' T°“ W flnd thl5
paugh and sister Miss Estelle Mills- sions which once brought so much
the yachts are now going West and perry, Freeman H., painter, h 22
fore program time.
son." An honor roll of the aristo- Paas through the rusty gate that creaks
• • •
many of the small boats are being , Lisle.
upon Its hinge
baugh of Summit, N. J., have re joy to inc public.
crats
of
the
seas
familiar
to
many
Anne
Seymour,
star of “Mary Mar
A
stone
like
this
one.
smoothed
and
hauled out for the winter-much to
F.. granite cutter, h
turned home.
worn tyy rain.
lin," guards against oversleeping and
Many notables have embarked and
Knox
county
people.
Will
tell
you
wliyat
I
v/ae,
and
what
I
our regret.
| Perry. George H., seaman, h 8 Birch
Mrs Harry Young remains seri
thus missing a program by setting
have become
Miss Dorothy Hay of Portland,
debarked on and from that grand
i two alarm clocks a half-hour apart,
I start on mv annual vacation to- ! Perry. George T.. calker, h 12 State..
ously ill.
Elizabeth Ogilvie
having a friend call her 45 minutes
dav and after I return. Ass t Keeper Perry. Grace E, student, h 170 Supervisor of the Federal Arts ProJ- Criehaven
Rev. and Mrs. F. C. Wheeloch en old steamer. Well do I remember
later and then having her maid turn
Main.
ect in Maine, arranged an exhibit
R
RR
R
Hill will take his. We each have Perry. Herbert M., painter h 8
tertained recently at Gray House. the throng which literally fought
the radio on an hour before time for
drawjngS and pajntings of figure
APPRECIATION
rehearsal.
three weeks.
Burtis Brown of
their guests being Mrs. Merle James. for standing room on the wharf in
IFor The Oourler-Gazo’tel
North Haven will substitute during Perry, Howard K. , clerk, bds 12 heads and sh‘P carvings. One of
Misses Gwendolyn James, Betey order t0 ga,n a
at the famQU_s
State.
I these was of particular interest be- Music floats to ears that hear It.
James, Mr. aud Mrs. Dudley Rock,
... I
our leaves.
Each
note
soothes
the
heart
T
cause of
o{ its unknown origin
origin. It is
T Perry, James N.. laborer, h 15 T
1 pause
,, ,,
_ _
...
_
Mrs. Payne Whitney (I think the
soul of love lives near It—
well, Mrs. Guy Brackett, son Bruce,
J
While at the V age_ recen J . , ( perryi Jarvis c _ ( PerrJ. Bros lime fl
of a woman and was found I The
Music flows to ears that hear It.
w
Lives are sad that fear it,
met Mrs. Talbot of Brows Head
manufacturers. 1 Front) h 64
Mrs Ruth Rockwell, daughter Miss name is correct) who was coming
in 1900 floating in the waters Of For they dread memory s part
North Main.
Marianna. Mrs. Myers and daugh from Bar Harbor to entrain for
Light Station.
nore“ <£th7Tthe* h^rr
Perry, John, kiln tender, h 8 Birch Bar Harbor. From the erect position
Ass't Keeper Hill has bought a Perry, John J, h over 1 Front.
ters. Misses Alice, Martha and Rose New York. She was brought on a
Nancy Gay
26-foot motor boat in which to make Perry. Knott C, laborer, h 40 Knott of the figure it was placed in the Rockport
Myers. Richard Goudy, Misses June stretcher, suffering from a broken
his regular monthly trips to Ells Perry, Lucius A., clerk, h 151 Main. period between 1820 and 1840.
RRRR
Payson. Thelma and Janet Wales,
neck sustained while horseback
Wood carvings of ships, a ham
MY PARADISE
worth. He is now preparing to put Perry. Lucy A, h 558 Main.
Doris and Harlan Davis. Games
Perry, Marley T, clerk, h 151 Main. mered brass tray depicting ships
I
For
The
Courier-Gazette
|
it in commission.
provided the principal diversion, and riding.
“One Man's Family" is back ln
Perry, Mrs. Margaret O, matron and even a hooked rug with a rep
A rainbow crowns
With the passing of the Frank Hollywood after a short sojourn ln
Dr. Arthur Woodman made a
Alms House, W’est Meadow road.
were played out of doors before
Leahl's head.
San Francisco, Its original home.
Hibiscus everywhere,
business trip to Machias with me Perry. Mrs. Mary E, widow, h 170 lica of the Bark "Harriet" made by
supper and later continued for sev Jones and the Mt. Desert, a last The program cast Is as closely knit
A purple sky
Main.
a
Bath
sea
captain
added
a
nautical
word
in
paddle
wheel
steamers,
an

In melting mist.
the first of September.
eral hours within the attractive
as the Barbour family itself. For
Perry, Mary E . h 558 Main.
A sun ln amber air.
touch to the Home Industry Shop
other page of Rockland s sea-front- Instance, whenever Author Carlton
home.
Perry. Mary W, student, h 9 War
The gentle palms
where the exhibition was held Much
And all else bend
history was turned and the book Morse ls absent, the show ls directed
ren.
by Michael Raffetto, above, who
To kiss a turquoise sea
praise and appreciation goes to the
Perry. Mertie R. h 54 Oliver.
Andrew Rikila’s
Edwin
W.
Seavey
closed
forever.
O, let me bide.
plays the role of Paul.
Perry. Newton H, calker, h 28 Suf chairman Capt. Arthur Elliot of
And
after
death.
Edwin W. Seavey. who died at his
Last Sunday I was visiting at
New Shoe Repairing Shop
folk.
Re-llve
again
with
thee.
__ __ nui
Celebritiesfamed
of allChitypes
to
home Aug. 25 was born in this town Hermon’s Pond, near Hampden _
Perry. Orin F, (Perry Bros, lime Thomaston and his assistant Com.
Franklyn
MacCormack
te)]appear
thelf storjes
Qn
Tjnney'g -if
John Harsen Rhoades.
it at 299 Main St.
New York
manufacturers. 1 Front) h 3 same C. F. Snow of Rockland as well
April 14, 1863, son of Albert and and what should pass by but a cago announcer noted for nis mel- T
low
voice
on
the
airwaves,
was
once
1
Had
the
Chance
P
ro
^ams
on the
Over Lamb’s, Cleaners
Perry. Richard P, lime trimmer, h as the president of the Knox Mem
RRRR
Mahala (Teel) Seavey. He had minature stern wheeler, Missis
NBC-Blue network Friday nights. A
13Stf
49 Camden.
WHEN
MY
SHIP
COMES
IN
orial Association, Mrs. Anne Snow
guest was Jean Tennyson.
been in ill health for a few years, sippi type. I rubbed my eyes but it
Perry, Robert F, sailmaker, h 5E?
laughing before he started to speak. recent
grand opera star, pictured above.
|For The Courier-Gazette|
for their painstaking work in mak
and his last illness covered a period was no fantasy. A stationary coa;Main.
«
•
•
• • •
air Is full of dense sea tog
j Perry. Swinburne P, lime trimmer, ing this exhibit the success that it The
of 11 weeks.
burning engine furnished power to
The wind blows from the east;
Aunt
Jenny
Says:
Women were made
Scientists
all
over
the
world
are
h 49 Camden
has been —By Mrs. Charles B. Rose, My spirits are not dampened
The greater part of his life was drive the paddle wheel of a 30-foot tuning in those Saturday night before mirrors and some of ’em have
Perry. Thos. A, master Alms House,
And freely are released
chairman of publicity.
spent ln his native town. He was '.kiff as it rode the waves with all "Johnny Presents” programs to follow , been before them ever since 1
West Meadow road.
The bright sun still Is shining
Perry. Tony J, laborer, bds 9 Win
n good citizen, and being of a genial the grace of the old time steamers.
Beyond the misty veil;
ter street place.
Pettee. Fred U, h 47 Lime.
The clouds will soon be scattered.
disposition, his friends were all Though somewhat crude in appear
1 Perry. Walter K, hostler, h 121 Pettee, Geo T, lime trimmer, h up
Then a welcome I will hall
those with whom he came In con- ance, the home made affair was
Main
per Maverick.
The white wlngt that are sailing
Located At Wildwood
tact. For nearly half a century he perfect in workmanship and operaFerry. Wm. J, painter, h 5 Lisle
Pettee. John H, mariner, h 47 Lime Across the wide, blue sea.
Perty. Wm. J, shoes and furnish Pettee. Louis B, mariner, h 196 Bearing straight and safely
THERE
had been a loyal member of the tion. The pictuFe for which I asked
Ballard Park. Rockport
My good ship back to nve.
ings. 391 Main, h 16 Claremont.
North Main.
Methodist Church, and was one of permission to take, will top my col
IS
Pettee Alex M, laborer, h 11 Stan- Pettee. Nellie D. H, h upper Mav
My ship with precious cargo
its trustees.
lection of “Believe it or not,” and
l
ley
lane.
erick.
Mrs. James Tolman
Proudly sailing o'er the main,
AND
TAKE home a bottle
Pettee, Alvin, laborer, h Adams.
He was united in marriage to help to keep fresh memories of the
Pettee, Oliver E, barber, 53 Sea, h Laden with good fortune
THAT IS
Is coming In, again.
Petteer Mrs, Amanda, laundress, h! 47 Lime.
Jt-i
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
ROCKVILLE. ME.
Miss Mary A. Wing March 23, 1889 | long ago
Elizabeth O. Marsh
47 Lime.
97*99
Pettee. W. Stillman, lime trimmer,
and
was
looking
forward
to
celeRockland
1 Pettee, Annie, h 6 Lisle.
h 107 Main.

Park Street Exchange. 10 Park, O
B. Long. prop.
Parker. Fred A.. < Burpee & Parker
apothecaries. 14 Elm) bds 301
Main.
Parker. Imogene, compositor, h 58
Warren.
Parker. Marcellus M.. mechanic, h
5C Warren.

RIGHT OUT OF THE AIR

Old Paddle Wheelers

“GIFT COTTAGE”

FOR SALE

ONLY ONE MAGIC WATER
1

O

